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FOREWORD

The increased National concern for excellence in education, coupled with a need for the full
participation of special groups through all segments of society, has challenged vocational educa-
tors to meet the diverse needs of all students more successfully. The diversity in student learning
needs and declining fiscal resources have created a demand for alternative, cost-effective
approaches

Peer tutoring is a strategy conducive to the development of motor, craft, and language devel-
opment activities, thus making it an effective method for enhancing vocational, bilingual, and
academic skill development It is a proven, cost-effective approach that can improve learning out-
comes in both secondary and postsecondary vocational settings

The purpose of this publication is to present guidelines for planning, implementing, and eval-
uating a peer tutoring program within a vocational setting It explores the concept of peer tutoring
in a variety of settings, thereby documenting the flexibility of peer tutoring and its application to a
diverse learning population.

This publication is for use by educators who work in vocational settings and who recognize a
need to explore and apply learning strategies that will enhance learning experiences, thereby
assisting students in more easily attaining their educational and vocational goals Administrators
and program developers will gain insight into the benefits of peer tutoring as a cost-effective pro-
gram that uses existing staff and capable students.

The National Center wishes to thank the many individuals who helped to plan and produce
this publication First and foremost, appreciation is extended to members of the project technical
panel, who assisted the project staff in identifying peer tutoring principles and practices and delin-
eating the areas of vocational education to which peer tutoring is most applicable

The panel was composed of the following individuals:

Joe Acuirre, Coordinator for Vocational Education for Disadvantaged Student Services
Corfr..,ation, Chicago City Board of Education, Chicago, Illinois

Theodore Drykos, Coordinator, Student Services Corporation, Chicago City Board of
Education, Chicago, Illinois

Ernest Lara, Director, Special Services Program and Learning Assistance Center,
Glendale Community College, Glendale, Arizona

Ray Olson, Director of Special Needs, Iowa Western Community College, Council Bluffs,
Iowa

Ellen Thomas, Coordinator, Learning Assistance Lab, Middlesex Community College,
Edison, New Jersey
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Phyllis Thompson, Coordinator of Developmental Education, The Ohio State University
Newark, Ohio

Gratitude is also expressed to the staff at the various educational programs that served as field
sites These individuals assisted National Center staff by coordinating and scheduling meetings
and classroom observations and by sharing timely and relevant information concerning their peer
tutoring programs They are listed below in the same order as the program descriptions that
appear in chapter 3.

Theodore Drykos (site coordinator), Joseph Aguirre, Marjorie Peco, and Philip Viso,
Chicago Public Schools, Illinois

H,Ilarie Combes (site coordinator), Mountain View High School, Arizona

Patricia Prunty (site coordinator), Nicola Ammons, Kaye Gardiner, Betty Horskv, Sylvia
Loney, and Weida Otankis, Cleveland Public Schools, Ohio

Bertha Flood (site coordinator), Maryvale High School, Arizona

Jesse Comacho (site coordinator), California Medi-Corps Program, California

Jose Chavez (site coordinator), Migrant Eoucation Summer Leadership Institute,
California

Sandra Acebo (site coordinator), Los Medanos College, California

Hollis Stewart (site coordinator), Jeanmane Rachel, City College of San Francisco,
California

Judy Jorgensen (site coordinator), Dennis Dolezar, Waukesha Technical Institute,
Wisconsin

Florence Wesseluis (site coordinator), Diane I ngalsbe, Gateway Technic& Institute,
Wisconsin

Gail Shay (site coordinator), Bilingual Vocational Training Program, Mancopa Com-
munity College, Arizona

Kenneth Yglesias (site coordinator), Robert Pederson, El Camino Community College,
California

David Pella (site coordinator), Phil Gonvers, Mesa Community College, Arizona

Appreciation is also extended to Nancy Siefer of Maricopa Community College, Phoenix,
Arizona, and Jeanne Siebenman, Grand Canyon College, Phoenix, Arizona These individuals met
with project staff and provided information about research issues, experience-based program
plannint 4 implementation concerns, and program evaluation questions that need to be exam-
ined We also wish to thank the students at the site visit locations who shared their peer tutoring
experiences with project sten.
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Appreciation is extended to those who served as technical reviewers for the publication They
include the following

Eleanore Sams, Coo:dinator of Study Center, City College of San Francisco

Dr Robert Slavin, Director, Center for Social Organization of Schools, John Hopkins
University

Recognition is extended to Dr William Ashley, Project Director, Ms Gale Zahniser, Program
Associate, Ms Janice Jones, Program Associate, Mr Leonard Blanton, and Mr Larry Inks, Gradu-
ate Research Associate, for their research and work in preparing this publication Thanks also go
to the National Center editors, who reviewed drafts of the publication Special thanks and appreci-
ation are extended to Katheleen Bahbs, who provided clerical assistance to the project

Robert E Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent Federal legislation such as the 1976 Vocational Education Act (P L. 94-482) and the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (P L. 94-142) has charged vocational educa-
tors with the task of delivering programs designed to meet the increasingly diversified needs of
vocational students Intrinsic to this charge is a need for the inclusion of alternative learning
strategics.

Peer tutoring is a specialized teaching strategy that has been proven effective in a variety of
academic and vocational settings Because of its adaptability to individual learning needs, peer
tutoring can be easily incorporated into the vocational classroom It can be implemented without
the high costs usually associated with hiring and training additional staff. Peer tutoring typically
results in a number of benefits to students, staff, and administration

The literature base describes peer tutoring as an age-old strategy that lost its popularity when
the one-room school house ceased to exist. In the 1960s, peer tutoring was revived primarily as a
remedial tool in postsecondary settings. Current data suggest its effectiveness in aiding special
needs learners to achieve educatiolial objectives.

In preparing this publication, current generic peer tutoring principles and practices were
examined The abstracted information was developed into guidelines for application to secondary
and postsecondary vocational settings

This publication addresses the phases of program planning, program development, and pro-
gram evaluation as the organizational themes for the implementation guide Each phase is dis-
cussed in terms of its operational components

Program planning is concerned with the tasks relevant to preparation of a program plan or
proposal The major planning tasks focus on conducting a needs assessments, and planning pro-
gram objectives, administration, and coordination, materials, facilities, and equipment, budget, and
resources needs for a program

Program development addresses the tasks involved in initiating the operation of each compo-
nent, including orientation, faculty niservice training, tutor recruitment and selection, tutor train-
ing, tutee intake, matching, and assignment

Program evaluation incorporates several types of evaluative techniques that are effective in
assessing peer tutoring programs In order to document actual peer tutoring experiences and
techniques, various program models were surveyed through site visits A synthesis of these models
reviews peer tutoring principles and practices of importance and interest to the vocational
community.

Finally, research materials and training information relevant to program implementation were
reviewed and described Also, samples of commonly needed forms are included in the appendices

ix
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CHAPTER I

PLANNING AND DEVELOPING A TUTORING PROGRAM

Introduction

The increased National concern for excellence in education, declining fiscal resources, and
increasing numbers of students with special needs are challenging educators to improve the effec-
tiveness of their instruction for all learners. Of particular concern to vocational educators are
learners with special needs that hamper their success in vocational programs Engaging in or
expanding the use of peer tutoring and related techniques can provide a proven, cost-effective,
and easily implemented approach to educational improvement at both secondary and adult levels

Definition

Peer tutoring is an instructional technique that , been used successfully with children and
adults to achieve academic and social development goals. Collaborative learning as practiced in
peer tutoring can be beneficial for disabled and normal children and adults. benefits that accrue to
the tutee include increased individualized attention, closeness to the instructor, and improved
learning efficiency (Pierce 1983). Positive gains have been shown in academic achievement, social
integration, and cognitive skill development with various configurations of tutoring, including peer,
cross-age, adult-child, and normal-handicapped, as well as handicapped learners serving as tutors
for normal learners (Asselin and Vasa 1983; Holder and Lister 1982; Osguthorpe 1984, Ford and
Russell 1983).

History and Development

Peer tutoring has a long history, with records of its use dating back to the Spartans, early
Romans, and Hindus. It was used extensively in the one-room schools of the ,;iiied States, where
a teacher had many students at different grade levels and not enough time to give them all individ-
ual attention (Lehr 1984). With the disappearance of the one-room schoolhouse, peer tutoring fell
into disuse.

Although peer tutoring has existed for centuries, it was not systematically labeled as an
instructional approach until the 1960s, when the emphasis in American education changed from
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methods appropriate to group instruction to methods most appropriate for the individual (Ford and
Russell 1983) Many tutoring programs were established during the 1960s and early 1970s as
schools adopted "open door" policies that resulted in increases in the number of educationally
disadvantaged students in schools (Reed 1974).

Cross (1974) reports that a National survey of developmental education in 1970 and 1974
showed that some type of service for the disadvantaged student was provided in 80 percent of the
community colleges surveyed in 1971 and that this figure increased to 93 percent in 1974. Roueche
and Snow (1977) reported the findings of a comprehensive National study of developmental/
remedial education programs in 1975-76. They found that 86 percent of the community colleges
surveyed had some type of special service for academically deficier.t students, and 95 percent pro-
vided special services that included tutoring and counseling

Benefits

Initially, tutoring programs were developed to help the tutees improve their academic prog-
ress, however, research indicates that the tutors also make significant gains in their understanding
(Cloward 1967; Morgan and Toy 1970).

Teachers who use peer tutoring also benefit in several ways. First, their teaching load is
reduced somewhat, allowing more time to help other students. Teachers also find that both tutors'
and tutees' attitudes toward the class and school in general improve through peer tutoring Class
troublemakers often exhibit in :reased maturity and respect toward others (including the teacher)
when given the responsibility of instructing other students

Peer tutors are usually able to identify with the tutees and are more economic& to employ
than either additional teachers or paraprofessionals. Tutees often feel less threatened by peer
tutors and feel they can be more open with them. In addition, tutees usually feel that peer tutors
present the material in a more interesting way than do others Not only do tutees receive individu-
alized instruction, they also discover their own strengths and boost their self-confidence as they
learn. In addition, they are exposed to positive role models and interact with and learn from stu-
dents (as tutors) who have overcome similar problems. Tutors also develop self-confidence, self-
esteem, and teaching skills. In addition, they may receive financial assistance or credit in school
for their efforts (Reed 1974).

Many tutoring programs were initially geared toward helping students with academic prob-
lems (Jason, Erone, and Soucy 1979) In recent years, tutoring has gained popularity as a strategy
for instructing special needs students in vocational education programs because it is conducive to
the development of motor, craft, and language development activities and skills (Asselin and Vasa
1981). When tutors, special education teachers, and vocational teachers cooperate, tutoring pro-
grams can be effective in easing the integration of mildly handicapped students into vocational
classes.

The literature also indicates that relationships between ethnic minority groups and whites are
often improved through the use of peer tutoring. As Dixon (1975) notes, "There are .. factors
which make peer tutoring particularly appropriate in bilingual/bicultural classrooms" (p. 2). For
example, cultural values of Mexican-American children are such that they perform best when
placed in educational settings in which they are able to relate directly either to the teacher or other
students. Dixon further states that "what we currently know about (Mexican-American children's)
cognitive style makes a strong case for the use of peer teaching activities as a regular rather than

2
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incidental part of the curriculum" (p 4) In sum, if peer tutoring techniques in the bilingual/
bicultural classroom reflect the cultural values of the children involved, learning can be enhanced

Effective tutoring programs include attention to tutor training (Jenkins and Jenkins 1982)
Research has shown that trained tutors perform more effectively than untrained tutors, with their
tutees making significantly greater gains than tutees of untrained tutors (Harrison and Cohen
1969, Niedermeyer 1977, Gladstone and Sherman 1975, Harrison 1978)

Summary

The educational benefits of peer tutoring are many. In this time of declining resources and
increasing emphasis on basic and academic skills, euucators are seeking ways to make their teach-
ing more effective Vocational educators, in particular, are in need of techniques that can increase
the educational effectiveness of programs for students with sp -coal needs Peer tutoring is a
proven strategy and if properly planned, implemented, and evaluated, can be a valuable support
program for all vocational students.

The remainder of this chapter presents a compilation of guidelines, suggestions, and exam-
ples for planning and developing a peer tutoring program

Program Planning

The effectiveness and utility of a peer tutoring program depend upon good planning Planning
includes (hose tasks and activities that result in a written proposal or plan describing how a pro-
gram mil be developed once approvals and funding are provided

The Need

The initial impetus for planning usually grows out of a recognition that a segment of the stu-
dent population is failing to meet minimum school requirements or expectations One or more
individuals may need to take some preliminary actions to (1) bring attention to students' problems
or deficiencies, (2) suggest tutoring assistance as a solution, and (3) secure administrative support
and approval to begin exploring the feasibility of 0 peer tutoring program The initiator may be an
administrator, counselor, teacher, educational specialist, student, or parent, as illustrated by the
following two examples

In Mesa, Arizona, students, parents, and teachers were instrumental in initiating a
peer tutoring program at Mountain View High School

School administrators and teachers at Maryvale High School in Phoenix (Arizona)
area began planning a program as a means of combating high dropout rates and
low reading levels among the students

.1
Once planning begins, it must be given top priority, with adequate time, staff, and financial

support to ensure the development of complete and well thought-out plans Planning time will vary
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depending t'ocn the size of the intended program. A large, schoolwide program may take several
months of planning, whe.eas a smaller program may be planned within a few ;'eels Planning time
must be available for staff to meet and discuss the many concerns that will need to be addressed

Planning activities should involve necessary representation from the administration, faculty,
staff, and student body at appropriate times. As the planning progresses, ideas that depend on th3
coop ration of school personnel or students should be submitted to tha appropriate parties for
their review, acceptance, anti support.

At Los Medanos Community College, a cross-curricular approach involved the
administration, language arts, vocational, and academic program faculty in plan-
ning a reading and writing tutorial assistance program for all courses

Financial support may be needed during the planning phase to purchase resource and pro-
gram materials for review or to conduct literature searches Clerical assistance may be needed to
prepare drafts of plans, type minutes of planning meetings, and prepare memos and letters to
administrative or parent groups. It is important that initial approval be obtained from administrative
or supervisory personnel and that an adequate level of support is given to the initial planning activ-
ities to encourage participation and interest on the part of school personnel

The several tasks involved in preparing a dlan for a program include the following.

1 Establish a planning group

2 Assess student needs

3. Develop program goals and objectives

4 Determine facility, material, and equipment needs

5 Determine personnel requirements.

6 Draft a plan and circulate it for review

7 Present the program plans to admini.,., ation.

Establish a Planning Group

The initial awareness of and interest in starting a peer tutoring program may originate with
one or more croups in a school, including teachers, students, administrators, parents. For produc-
tive planning to follow from the initial interest a group of individuals shc:ild be designated as an
official planning group. The members may be appointed or volunteer. They should operate with
the sancticr of the local administration, although official approval and support for a program will
probably rot be given until a full plan has been developed and submitted.

The start of planning activities should be scheduled so a plan can be, approved in time for pro-
gram development and start-up to occur at the beginning of a quarter or semester. A planning

4
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group mill have the responsibility for compiling information, collecting suggestions and opinions
from students and faculty, and investigating alternative ideas. They will also be responsible for
preparing written descriptions of program components and developing budget estimates In carry-
ing out these activities, they will need to be sensitive to the political environment of the institution
and follow established protocol in communications with others. They will need the proper author-
ity to carry out their responsibility and should be recognized aP, the official planning group through
memos and announcements Above all, there should be adequate time allowed or provided
(released time) so that the planners can give full attention to the planning function.

Assess Student Needs

The first task of a planning group is to determine the nature and extent of student needs that
might be served by a peer tutoring program A needs assessment is typically conducted as an
information-gathering process that provides evidence of the true problem or need and its causes
The results of the assessment should be used to determine if a perceived problem exists and if
there are alternative solutions that might be appropriate.

Information-gathering activities may include surveys of or discussions with faculty, counsel-
ors. and students, reviews of files and records, and discussions with special aides and paraprofes-
sionals in the schools. Types of information and data that can be collected and reviewed are
retention/dropout data, course failure rates, standardized test scores, student grade point aver-
ages, and course completion and placement rates. An assessment might focus on a known specific
problem, such as poor math performance or declining participation or placement rates in 2 voca-
tional course requiring math or science skills.

The Chicago City Schools' peer tutoring programs were implemented to serve schools
having high student dropout and low attendance rates.

An alternative approF-.:h in assessing needs is to focus exclusively on special student groups
that need a specific type -f academic or vocational assistance, such as language or cultural
adjustment tutoring for recent immigrants. Examples of other groups that might be targeted are
the following:

Academically or economically disadvantaged

Limited English-proficient

Learning disabled

Handicapped

Still another alternative is to target the assessment on specific courses in which students have
high rates of failure or low passing grades. Students having difficulty with such courses would be a
target group for specific assessment and testing.
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(Gateway Technical Institute conducts reading and math placement tests in order to
identify student needs and determin,.. appropriate levels to begin working with
students.

di

In summary, a needs assessment should provide information and data that will allow the plan-
ning group to answer questions such as the following

What educational problems exist?

Which students are experiencing problems?

What are the symptoms and causes of the problem?

When and where are the problems most severe?

What changes might alleviate the problem and its causes?

After relevant data are gathered, a careful review should be conducted to determine if a tutor-
ing program is a viable solution to the problems that have been identified. If the planning group, in
concert with other faculty and administrative personnel, are convinced that the evidence supports
the need for a tutoring program, then the next planning task should be undertaken. If evidence is
insufficient to make a decision, the needs assessment process should be reviewed and expanded
If the evidence does not favor a peer tutoring program as a solution, further planning activities
might be postponed, terminated, or redirected toward other solutions

Develop Program Goals and Objectives

The goals of a tutoring program should be consistent with and supportive of !!-..! general edu-
cational and social goals of the school and should reflect the results of the student needs assess-
ment. Examples cf program goals are to increase student knowledge and skill in specific content
areas (math, reading, science, vocational subjects), to enhance self-image and motivation, and to
improvc; student study skills. The specific objectives developed for the program should place time
and quantity limits on the expected outcomes. Objectives should be limited to specific target
groups and content areas. They should be specifically sta-d so that program accomplishments
can be evaluated against measurable expectations. When goals and objectives are being devel-
oped, the involvement of students, faculty, administration, and staff should be sought to ensure
their future acceptance and support of the program.

Determine Facilities, Materials, and Equipment Needs

After program goals and objectives have been determined, the planning group should focus
on the physical resources that will be needed to implement a program. Adequate and attractive
facilities will encourage student use. They should be spacious enough to accommodate the
number of students to be served and to store and use spec'al equipment such as tape recorders,
record piayers, televisions, slide projectors, and other educational equipment. When planning for
tutoring facilities, consider using the library, cafeteria, classroom , or other available space,



including quiet hall spaces or lounge areas The subject matter will often dictate the location if
special materials, laboratory resources, or shop equipment will be needed during the tutoring ses-
sion. The needs assessment and program objectives should provide some parameters in determin-
ing how many tutoring spaces might be needed, for what subjects, and at what times of the day

Anott.er consideration is the need for special equipment that may not be available or may be
limited in aumber el accessibility Special curriculum and instructional materials may be required
to provide individualized tutoring assistance, especially if the program is targeted for special needs
or disadvantaged students. The planning group should include or bring in content experts and
special staff whc know the particular needs of special students. Specialists will be able to assist in
determining the need for materials and equipment and where they may be purchased or borrowed
Plans for facilities, equipment, and materials should be reflected in terms of projected expenses
and purchases for both short-term and long-term funding periods.

The planning team should determine the equipment needs that may arise and calculate the
budget projections to meet purchases of such equipment and materials. In addition to the need for
facilities, materials, and equipment to provide tutoring services, there will be needs related to
orientation sessions, tutor training, faculty inservice training, program administration, and evalua-
tion, as discussed in the following sections of this publication Each program component should
be planned and analyzed to determine needs and costs. The calcuations for all projected needs
will constitute the estimated totals for a final budget.

Determine Personnel Requirements

One of the most impolant elements of a tutoring program is the personnel who will develop,
coordinate, and supervise the program. Planning for personnel needs is a major task that must be
done with consideration to the overall program design If the tutoring program is to be offered on a
schoolwide basis, a coordinator will be needed to carry out developmental and operational duties
Most schoolwide programs use a full-time, on-site coordinator or director. In general, faculty
mer :_ers should not be overloaded with program operation and coordination responsibiiities
Their proper role is to .ise the time gained through tutor assistance to provide more individualized
assistance to students. Faculty -hould be involved in the process of recruiting and selecting a
coordinator.

The role of the coordinator is central to the success of a program. That person should be
knowledgeable about the teaching/learning process, learning difficulties, and tutoring strategies
and techniaues, and should be sensitive to tutor and tutee needs.

Some characteristics that a selection committee might desire in a coordinator are the
following.

Special or developmental education background

Good oral and written communication skills

Leadership and management skills

Previous teaching or tutoring experience

Previous program development experience

7



The planning group should develop a tentative job description for the coordinator position and
establish a schedule for recruitment and hiring A coordinator should be hired and assigned as
early as possible following program approval so that program development and implementation
can begin The following tasks and activities are examples for which a coordinator might be
responsible

Developing program policies

Developing program services

Hiring personnel or tutors

Purchasing and ordering

Developing instructional materials

Planning facilities

Managing budget and payroll

Providing orientation and inservice training

Developing forms

Prep&ring monthly/quarterly reports

Establishing and maintaining student files

Evaluating the program

Providing public relations/information

Coordinating faculty participation

This list is not exhaustive but reflects the range of daily and weekly tasks that must be completed
for a tutoring program offered on a schoolwide basis

The planning group should also give attention to the number of tutors and support personnel
that may be needed to operate the program. Based on the projected number of students to be
served, estimates of the number of tutors can be developed. Limitations on the number of students
a tutor can serve and total hours spent should be discussed and resolved. The type of tutorinr, ser-
vice (individual or group), subject matter, and length of tutoring sessions will all affect the number
of tutors .seeded. If tutors are to be paid, cost estimates should be determined and projected in the
program budget.

The reed for and availability of special aides, professional staff, and clerical staff should be
reviewed Again, cost estimates should be developed based on estimated program size

8



Draft a Plan and Circulate It for Review

The final plan ' 'tie program should be written and typed and copies prepared for circula-
tion among the variouo groups that will be involved There are several points to consider and clar-
ify before publicly releasing a draft of the plan

Is a preliminary administrative review necessary or advisable prior to release'?

Are there sections of the plan that should not be released (for example, the budget)9

Should some sections be reviewed by selected individuals instead of a general audience'?

Who should receive the plan, and what instructions and deadlines should be given for the
review'?

After these questions have been answered, it is advisable to have a formal review and proce-
dure for obtaining suggestions and questions to be addressed A systematic set of review proce-
dures, instructions, and response forms will make revisions easier and will ensure that all
responses are considered Revisions should be made as appropriate. A formal response to the
reviewers' commenis should be prepared explaining both the changes that were made and those
not made, with supporting reasons.

Present the Program Plans to Administration

When starting a new program, the planning group should make a formal presentation of the
plans and resource requests to the administrative person or group that will approve and fund the
program. During the meeting, the planners should make a formal presentation, addressing the fol-
lowing topics:

The problem and the need for the program

Students to be served

Benefits to be gained

Savings to be accrued

Financial and other resources required

The presentation should sell the concept of a peer tutoring progr...n and should clarify and
emphasize the benefits and the costs. The planners should be prepared with supporting data on
student needs, such as local letters of support and research literature citations supporting the
effectiveness of peer tutoring. Any possible support from outs.de , esources should be explained,
and approvals to seek funding should be requested, if no already completed.

Adequate copies of all materials should be duplicated and left with the administrator(s) for
review One of the planners should be designated as the key contact person to answer any ques-
tions and provide other information that may be requested.
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Program Development

Following approval of the program plans, the next phase of activities should focus on develop-
ing and implementing the major components of the program. an orientation program for students,
faculty, and staff, an inservice training component for faculty and staff, tutor recruitment and
selection procedures; r training program for potential peer tutors; procedures for student intake
and referral; gLidelines for matching and assigning '.utor-tutee pairs, and coordination of routine
tasks

Orientation

The first components to be delivered will be one or more orientation sessions, which are typi-
cally used to disseminate timely and accurate information to the total school community and pro-
vide an opportunity for generating interest in the tutoring program. Orientation sessions are
generally designed to familiarize faculty, students, and others with the philosophy, purpose, and
operation of the peer tutoring program. Sessions are generally broad in scope, highlighting the
who, how, why, where, and when elements of the program. An orientation program does not have
to be long to be effective An hour or less should be sufficient, but time will vary depending upon
group size, responsiveness, and schedule constraints.

Orientation should be arranged far enough in advance so it can be included on the school's
master agenda as a required or regular activity (function). Advertising the orientation program typ-
ically includes preparing, distributing, and placing fliers and posters, advertising through news-
papers or newsletters, and making general announcements via the school public information
system.

Faculty/staff orientation. In a secondary school setting, faculty orientation should be held
prior to student and parent orientation. Students and parents may have many questions con-
cerning the program and will expect teachers to have answers. Members of the faculty should be
prepared to provide answers and serve as advocates for the program. The program coordinator
should meet witn faculty at regular faculty/staff meetings or visit with faculty groups in departmen-
tal meetings to conduct orientation briefings.

In a postsecondary setting, faulty attendance at an orientation may be voluntary, and sched-
uling may need to be more flexible. Some schools accomplish orientation by holding an open
house with refreshments. The presentations should be structured to allow faculty members time to
participate in both formal and informal dialogue. A less structured, though more time-consuming,
method involves talking informally with faculty members on an individual or small-group basis
Orientation sessions to demonstrate the program's potential to help faculty members overcome
student learning problems should lead to faculty support and participation in the peer tutoring
program.

Faculty orientations typically cover the following:

Philosophy and goals of the peer tutoring program

Benefits to be derived by faculty

Methods of operation

10



Role of the faculty member

Handouts with answers to parents' questions

Copies of forms or logs that faculty members will be responsible for preparing and
submitting

A timetable with projected dates for scheduled program events (e g , the date tutoring
begins, recruitment, inservice days, tutor training)

How to contact the coordinator for conferences

Orientation should stress the importance of faculty involvement and cooperation and that the peer
tutoring program will not replace the teacher's role in the instructional process

Student orientation. It is important to schedule student orientation soon after classes begin
Entry-level vocational students from feeder schools sometimes experience difficulty adjusting to
the vocational setting. Early orientation to the peer tutoring program can serve to decrease th.se
initial problems by offering planned support from the beginning. If a school has planned to offer
credit to students who serve as tutors, it may be necessary to hold en orientation session prior to
the actual class registration period. To reach the total student body, orientation can be held in an
assembly setting. If space and/or numbers do not permit an assembly, then students can be
reached by talking with individual or combined classes. Students should be given pamphlets, fli-
ers, schedules, and any information that will promote a positive attitude toward the program. A typ-
ical orientation session for students wil' cover the following:

Goals of the peer tutoring program

The concept that it is all right to ask for help

The concept that the program is designed to help strengthen students' academic abilities
(rather than emphasize weaknesses)

Sample schedules showing the time element involved

A filmstrip or slides showing an actual tutoring event

A list of benefits to the tutee and tutor

Incentives designed to create interest among potential tutors (e g paying tutors, if funds
are available, or rewarding tutors with academic credit)

Sample forms that must be completed by students who participate in the program

Parent orientation. Parents of secondary-level students need to be informed about the peer
tutoring program before any tutoring actually begins. Addressing parent groups usually reaches
large numbers of parents. If parent group meetings are not well attended, it may be necessary to
send a letter or memo to parents detailing information about the peer tutoring program. Parent
orientation information typically includes the following:

The philosophy and goals of peer tutoring

11



Criteria for selecting tutors

Criteria for selecting tutees

How the program will operate (hours involvedafter school. before school. sessions held
in class, out of class)

Who will supervise tutoring sessions

Dates for program-related activities

Sample forms that parents may need to sign and return (permission to tutor, permission
to receive tutoring)

In all parent correspondence, be sure to include the name and phone number of a person to con-
tact if any questions arise concerning the program.

Faculty inservIca Training

The purpose of inservice training is to prepare faculty members for their program role(s)
within the classroom or the resource center. I nservice training is typically scheduled for flexible
delivery to meet the learning needs and time commitments of the members of the faculty. Some
schools schedule small-group sessions on a regular basis, whereas others conduct large-group
sessions intermittently through the academic year. Sessions are characteristically scheduled for a
2- to 3-hour time block, but the time scheduled for training sessions can vary. Training will be
more effective when scheduled far enough in advance to allow faculty to attend and receive any
requested follow-up after the initial session. Depending upon institutional policy, it may be neces-
sary to request released time for participating faculty. School systems that have prescheduled
inservice days may allow faculty to attend the peer tutoring inservice in lieu of a regular program
Memos or letters detailing the time, date, and agenda should be sent to faculty in addition to noti-
ces posted in faculty lounges and offices.

4'
Instructors in the Cleveland Schools receive a year-long series of preservice and inservice
instructional seminars designed to help them create classroom materials and develop teach-
ing strategies.

...,....101

Whereas the orientation program is broad in scope and addresses the total school community,
an inservice training session should be narrowed to focus on the needs of faculty and support staff
who will participate in the peer tutoring program. Counselors, secretaries, receptionists, and clerks
ire often the first line of contact for students. If staff are knowledgeable about the program, they
ran encourage student participation. During inservice training, materials should be provided to
admissions personnel, counselors, evening employees (postsecondary), financial aid officers, and
resource center employees, as well as to faculty.

In order not to waste the participants' time, present only necessary and valuable information
during inservice sessions. Teachers will be seeking strategies that work with the target population
and information about what their roles should be in the program. A well-organized agenda contain-
ing useful information is important in preparing the participants to help get the program off to a
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successful start Teachers' role:, will vary eepending upon the program delivery model Teachers
participating in a program with in-class typically assume more varied dna broader respon-
sibilities than do teachers participa:,nc t program with tutoring done in a central location (tutor-
ing center, resource center, learning Ince center).

The igacher's role within a classroom tutoring model. The responsibilities of teachers partici-
pating in classroom peer tutoring models are diverse and vary among programs, depending on
such variables as the number of additionally hired progi am staff and program coordination. Typi-
cally, the responsibilities most often assigned to the classroom teacher include, but are not limited
to, identifying and referring prospective tutees, identifying special needs students, recommending
potential tutors, and monitoring and assessing tutoring sessions

Participating teachers are often responsible for identifying prospective tutees and initiating
their referrals Recognizing the importance of this task, the inservice training program should pro-
vide teachers with guidelines that will enable them objectively to identify students who can benefit
from tutoring assistance, especially those who lack adequate communication skills, those who lack
adequate math skills, and those who are working below grade level. When identifying such stu-
dents, it is helpful to delineate their areas of deficiency by noting such characteristics as the inabil-
ity to follow written directions or difficulty in expressing themselves verbally or in writing

After identifying a potential tutee, a teacher may be requested to complete a tutee referral
form to get the student officially enrolled in the tutoring system. (Sample forms are provided in
appendix A). Teachers should be given handouts containing lists of established program criteria
and available tests to be used in the selection of tutees Sample referral forms should also be
provided.

Los Medanos Community College language arts a
specially developed tests to screen students within the first 2 weeks of each s
ter. Students with deficiencies are referred to a tutor assigned to the course Stu-
dents with severe problems are referred to special courses

nd vocational inst,uctors use
emes-

J
In preparing teachers to identify tutees, give particular attention to the student with special

needs. Although most special needs students have been identified prior to beginning upper-level
vocational courses, there may be some individuals who are having difficulty in succeeding in the
vocational program because of the effects of an unrecognized disability, disadvantage, or dysfunc-
tion. Guidelines should be provided that will enable teachers to identify characteristics that are
indicative of special needs student. (See appendix B.) Guidelines should identify a student who is
hearing impaired, visually impaired, or learning disabled, or who needs language-related assis-
tance. If basic skills specialists, special education teachers, and/or vocational or special education
coordinators are available, it is prudent to involve them in the inservice training sessions. They are
typically involved in preparing the individual education plan (1EP), which now must be developed
for each handicapped student, according to Public Law 94-142. These special staff members can
help provide guidelines and relevant special materials.

Another task often assigned to the classroom teacher is recommending students to be hired or
selected as peer tutors. A teacher referral proces' , including completion of forms, utilization of
criteria, and interviews, is discussed under tutor recruitment and selection. Inservice training
should outline the program recommendation procedure(s) for teacht and also provide sample
forms and other handouts applicable to the tutor recommendation process.

13



Additional responsibilities of teachers to be addressed include monitoring and assessing tutor-
ing sessions The classroom teacher who monitors the in-class tutoring sessions should receive
inservice training that provides monitoring guidelines. If tutoring is being done concurrently with
other classroom activities, teachers should randomly monitor the tutoring pair during breaks or
while other students are involved in independent study. If tutoring is being done in the shop or lab
area, teachers should (according to policy) observe or be in the area when machinery or equip-
ment is being used.

Guidelines should indicate specific areas that the teacher should assess while monitoring
tutoring sessions. These specific areas typically include tutee/tutor compatibility, tutor prepara-
tion; correct use of audiovisual equipment; adequate presentation of materials, and tutee prepara-
tion, comprehension, and receptiveness. If checklists are to be used for monitoring, the teacher
should be given sample forms and instructions for completing them.

The teacher's role within the tutoring center program model. When the program model does
not involve tutoring within the classroom, participating teachers are assigned fewer responsibil-
ities. Program responsibilities typically include, but are not limited to, referring tutees to the cen-
ter, providing accurate program information to students, preparing materials for tutees to take to
the center, and serving as a resource person for tutors.

Training should provide specific guidelines for referring students to the tutoring center.
Instruction should cover completing referral forms, contacting the coordinator, contacting parents,
and writing memos to tutees. Whatever the referral procedure, written copies of all rules ano regu-
lations should be given to participating teachers. Guidelines to assist teachers in objectively identi-
fying potential tutees are discussed later in this chapter.

Teachers referring students to the tutoring center must have accurate information. Teachers
should be provided with handouts containing all pertinent information, including hours of center
operation; contact person within the center; type of tutoring available (indiviuual or group); and
what information, if any, students should take to the center, such as Social Security card, grade
report, and tutor recommendation.

Teachers need to be prepared to meet with tutors and assist them in locating additional mate-
rials that may be needed. Classroom teachers are also responsible for preparing materials to be
used by tutors in assisting tutees. Training should provide teachers with such information as how
to determine the reading level of textbooks, adapt materials from classroom texts to be used by
students of varying reading levels, assess learning styles, incorporate the use of audiovisual mate-
rials and equipment to enhance tutoring sessions, and use computers, if available, to assist in
learning. Inservice training should provide a list of materials that the program expects the teacher
to make available to the tutor. These materials generally include, but are not limited to, course
texts and accompanying workbooks, course handouts, reference books, course outlines and
syllabi, audiovisuals, and any additional program purchased materials. Teachers responsible for
preparing materials for students to take to the tutoring center should be aware of the following

Forms necessary for listing assignments (pages in text or workbook to be covered)

Procedures for providing or requesting necessary audiovisual equipment

Materials needed by tutoring center, such as course outlines, syllabi, sample tests, text-
books, or workbooks

14



If tutors who are not vocational students are to assist vocational students, it may be necessary
for the teacher to prepare them to tutor in content areas related to specific occupational skills For
example, if a math tutor is assisting a student in a vocational drafting course to improve that stu-
dent's math skills, the tutor may need a demonstration on the use of the vernier caliper and how
the tutee should use it to solve measurement-related math problems The vocational teacher would
be responsible for preparing the tutor to use the vernier caliper properly.

Guidelines for the following may be included in Inservice training

Determining tutee /tutor selection criteria

Utilizing resource people

Communicating with parents

Revising classroom materials

Working with special needs populations

Evaluating tutees and tutors

Inservice sessions held after the program has begun can also be used as brainstorming sessions,
thus allowing faculty time to communicate classroom tutoring experiences and offer solutions to
problems that may have been encountered.

A well-planned, systematic inservice program should prepare participating teachers and staff
to carry out their program responsibilities in a professional manner. It should maintain their inter-
est and make them strong advocates for the peer tutoring program.

Tutor Recruitment and Selection

Tutor recruitment and selection procedures are perhaps the most important elements of a
tutoring program. An adequate supply of qualified tutors is essential to the start-up and long-term
success of a program. Recruitment efforts should begin as early as possible to allow potential
tutors time to learn about the program, consider the benefits of participating, and obtain answers
to questions they may have about their involvement. Also, adequate time should be allowed for
staff to review the applicants carefully and make selections based on specific criteria and needs

Developing and implementing the recruitment and selection components typically involves the
following tasks:

Determining the numbers of tutors needed in various subject areas

Developing the recruitment campaign and materials

Developing selection criteria and procedures

Developing forms

Conduang interviews and making selections
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Determining number of tutors needed. The number of student tutors required will vary,
depending upon the needs of the population targeted for tutoring If tutees whcse needs warrant
individualized assistance have been targeted, then the number Of tutors required will be gre"er
than for tutees whose needs can be served through group tutoring If the number of tutors to be
selected is restricted because of budget limitations, then the number of tutees should be restricted
accordingly.

Developing a recruitment campaign and materials. If the program delivery model uses a tutor-
ing center, tutor recruitment strategies will probably require more coordinator planning than a
classroom tutoring model A school with a tutoring center should advertise schoolwide with
notices, pcsters, school newspaper ads, and personal recruitment appeals to assembiies and
groups. The in-class program model can typically rely more on teachers to identify and select
tutors with whom they can work effectively. Teachers often prefer to work with students whom
they have taught, because they have knowledge of the students' skills and mastery ofcourse
content

During the recruitment process, potential tutors should be made aware of tutoring benefits
Typically, benefits to stress include the following:

A sense of accomplishment in assisting others to attain their educational goals

Increased understanding of the content and competence in a subject area

The experience needed to determine whether they have the interest and interpersonal
skills required for a career in public and/or human services

Development of an employable job skill

Also, depending on the resources and flexibility of the institution, potential tutors may be
offered incentives. The following are typical incentives-

Payment for tutoring. Students may be pa;d by the institution or through a work-study
program.

Course credit. Credit may be granted for successful participation in a course de "oted to
tutor training.

Developing selection criteria and procedures. In large-scale programs, the coordinator(s)
often assumes full responsibility for the selection of tutors. The type of selection procedure used
depends upon how tutoring will be delivered and the time and commitment that teachers are able
to provide.

Typically, two different bases for the selection of tutors ar. 'ised. (1) identifying academically
superior students as a source for tutors and (2) selecting students who are less than superior aca-
demically but who possess special vocational skills and/or will likely benefit from being in the pro-
gram. Major criteria used to select peer tutors typically include desire to tutor, ability to relate to
the tutee, demonstrated competence in the subject to be tutored, and an awareness and under-
standing of the tutee's problems (Reed 1974).

Generally, selection criteria reflect considerations of good attendance, mastery of a specific
skill, grades (A or B), cumulative grade point average, ability to relate to other students, desire to
tutor, d,.ri level of maturity. Other considerations include the ability to follow task directions and
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At Los Medanos Community College, tutor training is provided through a course

techniques, interpersonal skills, special populations, and diagnostic techniques In

that includes reading testing to determine their competence levels.
comparison, Mountain View High School tutors are given 3 weeks of formal training

that tutors attend as long as they continue tutoring. The course covers tutoring

adhere to safety rules and regulations This is especially important when selecting a tutor to assist
tutees in the operation of equipment 07 machinery For tutor recruitment and selection to be suc-
cessful and to ensure that program objectives are met, participants (teachers and students) should
be fully aware of the selection criteria.

Developing forms. Forms used for tutor nomination and selection typically include an applica-
tion and a teacher recommendation form The application should be designed to gather informa-
tion about potential tutors and their academic backgrounds. The form generally includes name,
Social Security number or student I.D number, courses completed and grades, academic major,
and available free time. Some forms include space for a student wilting sample Teacher recom-
mendation forms typically request that the teacher sign a statement indicating that students have
sufficient knowledge of the course to be considered as tutors. Additionally, space for teacher
comments is often included. (See appendix A for sample forms.)

Tutor interviews and making selection. The tutor interview is generally the final step in the
selection process. It should be scheduled following the submission of all forms and recom-
mendations. Some programs use teachers to interview prospective tutors In other programs, the
coordinator assumes the responsibility Prospective tutors should be interviewed for the purpose
of evaluating key factors:

Expectations

Ability to communicate

Attitudes toward special needs students

Appearance and grooming

Affirmative action guidelines require the interview process to be consistent The interviewer
should be supplied with a standardized list of questions to be used during the interviews

The final selection of tutors is typically done by the coordinator, giving consideration to
teaci.ar's recommendations, evaluations, and other relevant input. A thorough recruitment ana
selection phase should ensure that a program has tutors with the characteristics and abilities
necessary to provide effective tutoring services to target populations

Tutor Training

Preparing a student to tutor does not require an overly long training program Long, formal
training can discourage students from being involved and can stifle one of the most valuable
assets a tutor hascreativity. Tutor training programs can be adapted to meet the unique needs
and scheduling of any school. They vary from a few short training periods (1 to 2 hours) to
semester-long, redited courses.
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In many tutoring programs, the program coordi -iator is responsible to, training tutors. The
coordi ..tor typically plans and organizes the training sessions, using the expertise of content spe-
cialists and classroom teachers when appropriate Other resource people, such as reading special-
ists and special education or vocational education specialists, can also be part of the tutor training
program. Tutors should not be expected to diagnose special needs problems, but they should be
trained to be alert for special needs by following proper guidelines and examples. When group
tutoring sessions are planned, training should provide group dynamics information to prepare
tutors to work effectively with more than one student at a time Training should also prepare tutors
to deal with problem behaviors and emergencies

Tutor training programs typically include the following

Roles and limitations of the tutor

Tutoring methods and skills

Practice r .crcises

Attention to special needs students

At Gateway Institute tutors meet with tiltppq for a 9-wcaak narind nrinr to nr!orta_
tion and training in order t give them prior experience so that they can relate more
realistically and retain more completely information then covered in the training

- Tutoring do's and don'ts
Tutoring technic':

- Professionalism
- Tutor/tutee relationship

Defining the role and limitations of the tutor. Tutors need to have a clear understanding of
their role. Many students ma; already have a basic understanding of what tutors do, but training
should specify exactly what a tutor should and should not do in various situations. Examples of
proper behavior include the following:

4 Me tutor should be positive and encourage the tutee.

The tutor should not complete work for the tutee but should only assist the tutee
(Methods may vary.)

The tutor should not accept or endure cliscipline problems but should be instructed to
refer such matters to a teacher or coordinator.

Tutors' roles will vary depending on the educational ivel of the students (secondary, postse . -W-
ary, adult), the particular subjects being tutored, and the unique needs of the students

Specific tutoring methods. A vital part of tutor training is preparing tutors to conduct effective
tutoring sessions by employing a variety of methods, and choosing those that best fit specific sub-
ject areas. The following tutoring strategies and techniques can be employed to increase tutees'
interest (adapted from Structuring the Tutorial Session, CP:num-Hall, n.d.)
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1 Varying vocal communications patterns Tutoring should not be a monologue, but a com-
bination of short explanations and more extended discussion-questioning periods that
allow for tutee participation Specific methods include the following

Lecture /explanation
Questions and answers
Tape recordings
Discussion
Games
Songs, music/demonstrations
Changes in voice pattern or volume

2. Varying visual communication patterns. The use of visual aids can improve tutoring
Experimenting with various visual aids will enable the tutor to determine what aids lend
themselves to the specific subject being tutored. Blackboards are the most commonly
used visual aid. Other aids that are suited for tutoring include the following:

Photographs/pictures
Models
Calculations
Overhead projectors
Maps/graphs/diagrams
Movies. videotapes
Flash cards
Hand signs (interpreters for deaf)

3 Varying the content of tutoring sessions. Tutoring sessions will deal with an assortment cf
related problems, questions, and concepts. To maintain the tutee's interest and help to
prevent sessions from dragging, the tutor must be perceptive and switch to another
approach to vary the focus (e.g., instead of dwelling on the causes of the French Revolu-
tion, occasionally switch to related content areas, such as the personalities involved in the
revolution). Other variations in approach include the following

Subject change
Major topic to subtopic
Specific to general (inductive)
General to specific (deductive)
Synthesizing subject with related learning
Applying information to new learning

4. Varying work intensity patterns. Tutors must Pe aware of the tutee's ability to maintain
concentration. Occasional breaks and/or small talk may make the session more produc-
tive. Some techniques are these:

Small talk, break
Switch to slower, relaxed pace
Jokes

Other skills valuable to tutors are probing and reinforcement skills The tutors should be
taught to help tutees arrive at answers rather than telling them the answers Typically, these skills
include the following:
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Probing skillsclarification, reflection, refocusing, prompting, and redirecting

Reinforcement skills used to encourage the tutee and to increase incentive Tutors should
be taught to give positive responses

Practice exercises. Practice exercises may include role playing, brainstorming, and the use of
videotapes. Most programs typically use role playing in tutor training to introduce tutors realisti-
cally to the feelings and atmosphere of a tutoring session It is a technique that can provide tutors
with exposure to a variety of situations that may arise in a tutoring session and give them practice
in alternative strategies for dealing with the situations. The trainer typically assigns tutor or tutee
roles to students and then presents a situation. The role playing is viewed by the instructor and
other student tutors. After a timed period of role playing, the trainer snd observing students pro-
vide feedback. Students should alternate playing both tutor and tutee.

I

Tutor training at the Waukesha County Technical Institute covers program proce-
dures, paperwork, and evaluation practices Specific tutorial techniques are taught,
and information is provided on learning styles, tips for subject-specific tutoring,
reinforcement, and questioning techniques to guide tutees

Other areas t^ "r'nSi ingor to' tutor train include net:: tching skills, rapport eu:!ding, etudy
skills, test-taking skills, P.r.1 sensitivity to special needs students See appendix B for a list of tutor-
ing tips that may be incorpo-ated Into a tutor training program Talking with experienced teachers
and content area specialists can also provide additional tips to assist tutors in working effectively
with tutees.

Preparing tutors to work with special needs students. To serve special needs students well, it
is necessary to train tutors to work with special populations Because the learning styles of special
needs students are as diverse as those of other tutees, it is difficult to suggest different tutoring
methods to incorporate into a training program. Techniques using individualized approaches tend
to be successful with students who need special help.

A study done by Redick (1979) indicates that peer tutoring techniques using a great deal of
repetition of content and emphasizing short, sequential learning steps are especially effective with
special needs students. Training tutors to use tne3e techniques should enable them to work more
effectively with tutees' diverse needs. Appendix B lists tips for tutors who are being trained to work
with speci I needs students.

Tutor training programs should train students to work effectively with any student needing
tutoring and to apply the most appropriate methods. Training tutors to use only one method or
skill will limit their tutoring effectiveness They can help meet program goals and objectives if they
are prepared to meet the diverse needs of tutees.

Tutee Intake

There should be a formal p1ocedure governing student referral to and intake by the tutoring
program. The system should be as simple as possible and should generate student interest and
prevent students from getting lost in the shuffle. Developing intake procedures typically involves
the following tasks:
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Identifying the target population

Developing selection criteria

Developing forms (referral, sign-up intake)

Screening and interviewing applicants

Identifying target population. The information collected during the initial needs assessment is
used to target the specific student population(s) to be served Once the target population has been
identified, limits must be set as to which s,Jdents and how many within the target population can
apply and be selected for tutoring assistance.

Developing selection criteria. In determining the criteria for selecting tutees from the appli-
cants, consideration must be given to the outstanding needs of the targeted population. Needs
vary from one setting to another and even from year to year within the same setting Students lack-
ing basic skills or other fundamentals may be selected over those with less serious deficiencies.
Another approach may focus on students with the least amount of school time to recover from
poor academic or vocational performance. Both approaches address those most in need

An alternative strategy is to select students wno may profit most from tutoringthose who are
having temporary difficulty in a course. Such a selection strategy will ease the task of beginning
tutors and allow time for faculty and tutors to gain experience before taking on more difficult stu-
Livia ptubiemb. The piiiiubuphy of the z-huu; and tutinilig pluglarci shuuid Set the stage IC,f e5tat,--
l!shing the selection strategy and criteria.

Examples of selection criteria include the fullowing

Students who earn below a C in a course at the end of a grading period

Students who earn a low score on a standardized test at entry

Students who need additional help with a particular skill in order to keep pace with the
rest of the class

Students who have limited English proficiency anf. led assistance in translating mate-
rials, improving conversational skills, and learning technical vocabulary

Students who lack adequate communication skills

Students who lack adequate math skills

The selection criteria should reflect the program objectives and the availability of tutors with
the interest and content knowledge to serve the target population. The wishes and interests of
faculty and parents should also be considered in establishing criteria.

Developing forms. To screen and select tutees, forms that will elicit necessary information are
needed A tutee referral or sign-up form is typically used in tutoring programs to collect basic
information such as name, grade level, Social Security or student I. D. number, area in which stu-
dent is seeking assistance, instructor's name, and academic major. Students should also indicate
class schedule, free time, lunch hours, study halls, and after-school hours if tutoring can be done
then.
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An intake form should be developed to gather more detailed information concerning the pr o-
spective tutee's academic situation It should include questions that will elicit responses indica*mp
tutoring needs or alternative solutions Examples of the types of questions to include on the intake
form follow

How many times have you been absent from class?

What other courses are you currently taking?

Is the course load manageable?

What prerequisite courses have you taken?

What were your final grades?

Do you work in addition to going to school? How many hours?

Do you use an organized method for studying? Explain how you study.

If a student is not attending class regularly because of a job or other responsibilities. it may be
advisable to refer the student to a counselor for assistance before starting tutoring. If the answers
to questions about study habits indicate an unorganized approach, helping that student improve
study skills may be all that is necessary. If a number of students need the same type of assistance,
gioup tutoring may be an alternative approach. After the referral and intake forms have been
reviewed, the student should be scheduled or a personal interview.

r

)

El Camino College requires tutees to complete a self-assessment study question-
naire The information reported on the questionnaire helps the tutor choose and
plan appropriate tutoring strategies\.....--

Screening ant interviewing applicants. The tutee interview assesses both tutee expectations
and the nature of the student's problem. If a tutee says, "I don't understand chapter 4 in my text-
book," short-term tutoring may be appropriate. If, on the other hand, a potential tutee is perform-
ing poorly in all classes and is referred by an instructor who suspects the student needs assistance
in reading, it is advisable to request a diagnostic assessment before assigning a tutor Tutees
shculd be screened in an attempt to assess their actual need more fully.

A I. acher's opinion should not be the only basis for assigning tutoring assistance Coordina-
tion and articulation between special programs are essential. Many schools use reading specialists
and learning disability specialists to assist in or conduct assessments that ascertain if a student
has a basic learning problem. If the assessment indicates that peer tutoring is not a proper solution
at that point, the student may be referred to special education departments or to other agencies

Secondary programs lacking adequate special education facilities should investigate nearby
universities that may be willing to provide diagnostic write-ups Additional local resources might
be these:

Vocational rehabilitation centers
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Pubic health agencies

Hearing and vision screening centers

Matching and Assignment

Student selection procedures are planned and implemented tc nelp identify students who best
meet program criteria for becoming tutors and tutees. After these participants have been iden-
tified, guidelines must be developed for matching tutee and tutors.

Points to be considered in matching. Compatibility is a major factor to be considered in
matching tutors and tutees. Candler, Blackburn, and Sowell (1981) indicate that the most impor-
tant consideration in matching tutors and tutees is selecting students who can work well together,
which involves more than social compatibility. Other characteristics to consider include tutor
competency in the subject or skill area the tutee's preference, cultural differences that may
impede tutoring, and different learning styles. Pairing students of the same sex in one-to-one tutor-
ing situations (particularly at the secondary level) can prevent sexual misconduct problems

1
An alternative view is practiced by Gateway Technical Institute in its non matching,
drop-in approach, which forces tutees to gain experience interacting with people
who are different from themselves Program staff feel that an unmatched situation,
in which a tutee must relate to different tutors, is less likely to foster dependency.

It is also a good idea to use tutors who are older than tutees whenever possible, as some students
resent help from a same-age peer.

Tutor-tutee interview. It is often beneficial for a tutor and tutee to become acquainted during
an informal meeting. It may be necessary to introduce several tutors to one tutee before a final
match is made. Observation of the tutor-tutee interaction by the coordinator will assist in ensuring
a compatible match. Tutors and tutees should be informed, at this point, about their right to termi-
nate the ensuing match at any time if the relationship is not productive

Tutor-tutee assignment. After the tutor and tutee have been matched, the time and place of
tutoring can be scheduled. It may be necessary to coordinate with the person in charge of room
scheduling (often the vice-principal or registrar) when assigning tutoring sites in order to avoid
scheduling conflicts with other school activities. Arranging for tutoring sessions to be held at the
same prearranged location and selecting sites near the subject-area classroom or tutoring center
ensures that staff can assist with questions or problems that may arise during the session and
resource material will be readily available. Tutoring sites should be away from distractions

At Mesa Community Col'ege, the tutoring sessions were initially held in a fairly pri-
vate location in the Learning Center. Later on, the tutoring program was moved to a
library area that is more visible and accessible to students. Staff felt that the reloca-
tion would have a positive imoact on students' willingness to seek tutorial
assistance.

111111,1
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If tutoring is to be Jone in a central location (tutoring center, resource center), typical pli.nning
considerations may include the following

Identifying mutually agreeable free time for tutor and tutee

Assigning space and time within the tutoring area

Providing a monitor for the scheduled time

Communicating schedule to tutor, tutee, and monitor

Securing parental permissison (for tutor and tutee), if required by school policy

If tutoring is to be done within the classroom, one or more of the following actions might be
required.

Communicate the tutoring schedule in writing to tutor, tutee, and teacher

Secure parental permission (for tutor and tutee) if required by school policy

Arrange a meeting with teacher and tutor if tutor is not enrolled in the class.

Determine if barriers (curtains, screens, carrels) are needed to separatr, the tutoring pair
from the rest of the class.

When assignments are made, all participants (tutors, tutees, teachers, and monitors) should be
provided with the projected schedules for a specific period of time (weeks. months, or semesters)
The schedule should include the name and number of a person to contact in case of absence or
illness and the dates for submitting reports, logs, and evaluation forms. Thoughtful planning for
matching and assignment, coupled with good communication, often prevents unnecessary delays
caused by having to change tutors and or reschedule tutoring times

Routine Tasks

In addition to a coordinator's operational responsibilities, many other tasks must be attended
to on a daily and/or weekly basis. The number of tasks will vary depending upon the size of the
program. The coordinator may use student assistance in areas such as checking tutoring sites for
needed repairs (e.g., light bulb replacement) or locking and opening tutoring rooms according to
schedule. Regardless of the program size, daily managerial tasks will exist and should be delin-
eated in a job description for a program coordinator. Some typical tasks are described next.

Monitoring tutoring sessions. Some school policies require that a responsible person be pres-
ent at the tutoring location. If so, tutoring sessions should be monitored by the coordinator or by a
person designated by the coordinator. If tutoring is done in a central location (library, tutoring
center, and so forth), appointed monitors (teachers, counselors, and other staff) can be assigned
by a schedule. If, on the other hand, tutoring occurs within the classroom, the teacher is generally
responsible for monitoring the sessions.

Supervising tutors. Aside from monitoring, tutors need supervision and guidance Tutors need
to know if they are fulfilling their responsibilit:es to their tutees. Coordinators should assess the
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tutors' effectiveness, reinforce the importance of the tutoring task, and give feedback regarding the
effectiveness of the tutoring methods used

Meeting with teachers. If classroom tutoring is being used, the coordinator should meet with
all instructors on a regular basis (weekly, biweekly, or bimonthly) to determine growth, progress.
and problems. Close communication with instructors will secure their support for program
continuation.

Reviewing logs. The coordinator reviews time and performance logs to determine if tutoring
objectives and schedules are being met

Checking time sheets. If tutors or teachers are paid for their program participation, the coor-
dinator is responsible for checking time sheets and signing them before they are submitted A
complete system should be established to comply with all State and Federal tax requirements

Monitoring upkeep of facilities and equipment. Typically, the coordinator is responsible for
seeing that janitorial services are performed in all tutoring areas and that any necessary equipment
repairs are ordered. Regular inspections of facilities and equipment is important in controlling
loses, breakage or theft.

Communicating program information. Should it be necessary to change the program, the
coordinator should communicate the change to eve /one involved A standardized memo or news-
letter is helpful in keeping staff up-to-date.

Communicating program progress to the schooi community. Periodic pruyieS I &poi iS should
be provided to the school community (administration, staff, and students) by placing article in
school newspapers, sending letters to parents, and giving written reports to administrators .id
staff Such reporting not only creates an awareness of what is going on but also generates interest
in the program, thus ensuring future participation and support.

Preparing reports required by institution or funding source. Typically, these requirements are
sperified in guidelines generated by the institution or funding source. The coordinator should be
familiar with deadline dates, program forms, and evaluations so that required and timely informa-
tion is prepared and reported.

Implementing public relations. The coordinator may be responsible for communicating the
success of the program to various publics. This might call for working with all media sources such
as newspapers, television, and radio. Addressing groups within the community and on campus
might also be necessary, as well as writing promotional brochures and flyers.

Evaluating the program. Program evaluation is an ongoing task, beginning with program
inception. All program components and participants should have a chance to evaluate the program
and provide the feedback necessary to determine program effectiveness and to plan for changes

Developing program policies. The coordinator should investigate existing school policies to
ensure that new policies developed for the peer tutoring program do not present conflicts Pro-
gram policies should be communicated in writing to all program participants.

Providing accessibility to tutoring sits. When out-of-classroom tutoring is done, someone has
to make sure that students have access to tutoring sites at their scheduled time The coordinator
should arrange to have all rooms open when needed.
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Locating and maintaining program equipment. Any project materials and/or equipment (such
as audiovisuals) should be inventoried and a system developed for keeping track of them Periodic
checks should be made for needed repairs

Communicating with parents. At the secondary level, school poly may require parental
approval for tutoring or being tutored and additionally for the release of any information from a
student's personal record file (e g , test scores and grades). The coordinator should maintain
communication with parents regarding students' progress or any problems.
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Program Evaluation

More competitive programming, coupled with a decrease in ava "able resources, has increased
the need for vocational educators to justify their programs' existence through comprehensive
evaluations Such evaluation is also necessary to ensure continued program improvement and
consistent group supuort. Evaluation should be an integral part of any peer tutoring program,
beginning prior to program planning and continuing throughout the program operation

Types of Evaluation

Three types of evaluation are fundamental to the operation of any peer tutoring program The
first, needs assessment, is actuated when the need for peer tutoring is being identified to establish
targets and justification for a program. The second type, formative evaluation, takes place during
the implementation and operations phase It focuses on making midcourse alterations or changes
in the program in order to attain specific goals and objectives It is also used to measure student
progress toward individual program objectives. Formative evaluation is concerned with assessing
all program components and student progress and satisfaction, tutor effectiveness and satisfac-
tion, teacher satisfaction, and operational concerns.

Summative or final evaluation is the third type of evaluation and takes place at the end of the
program or at the end of a predetermined unit of time (the end of a fiscal year or project year) It
measures the effectiveness of the program in terms of overall student achievements and achieve-
ments of goals and objectives

The three types of evaluation are equally important in discerning program strengths and weak-
nesses Planning for evaluation must be concerned with (1) identifying what information is needed,
(2) locating or developing evaluation instruments, (3) collecting and analyzing data, and (4) report-
ing program results.

Identifying What Informatiod Ii Needed

It is important to determine the types of information that program constituents are interested
in knowing Examples of constituency groups are administrators, advisory boards, parents, faculty,
funding agencies, and State and/or local boards of education.

p
Waukesha County Technical Institute program staff try to keep formal evaluations
limited to those required by funding agencies. Tutee and tutor forms are used for
cross-checking tutor hours for payroll records and for obtaining reimbursement
from funding bodies. Most evaluation-related concerns are taken care of through
ongoing, informal monitoring that the program's supervisor conducts

The early identification of evaluation objectives and information needs prevents the collection of
useless data. The following types of information are relevant to program evaluation

Number of students served

Cost per student
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Actual increase in students' grade point averages (GPA)

Changes in activities, attendance, and course completion rates

Number of teachers participating

Increase in rate of teacher participation

Number of requests for program information

Number of training sessions

Volume of information disseminated

Number of tutors trained

Number of tutees who complete program

Dropouts and causes

Locating or Developing Evaluation Instruments

Evaluation instruments include questionnaires, surveys, attitudinal scales, and cognitive and
performance tests The choice of the types of instruments will vary with individual program needs
and evaluation objectives. Participants' reactions to the program are often measured by evaluative
tools such as evaluation forms for tutees, tutors, teachers, and the overall program.

Mountain View High School's program director, along with the school district's
department of research and evaluation, developed three instruments to evaluate
program effectiveness.

Standardized tests used to measure achievement may not be sensitive to the amount and kind
of learning that has taken place in tutoring sessions Special tests may have to be designed based
on program-related mateilal Instructors who prepare tutoring materials should be involved in test
construction.

The teacher inservice component of the Cleveland Vocational Reading Content
program prepares teachers to develop informal tests.

Collecting and Analyzing Data

The coordinator typically is responsible for determining the kinds of data relevant to the eval-
uation of a program Data should present evidence of both the quantity and quality of program
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outcomes Data necessary for program revisions or adjustments (formative evaluation) may
include the number 01 students enrolled and served and the average increase in student grades
and tutee satisfaction Formative evaluation data should be collected intermittently throughout the
program operation phase to improve procedures and practices

Summative data, such as overall improvement in student grades, reduction in failures,
increased attendance, or increased satisfaction across the program, should indicate whether or
not program objectives have been met Other informal assessment measures include interviews,
compilation of data from logs and reports (daily, weekly, monthly), and observation reports This
type of information is often as important to the assessment process as that collected by more
structured methods

N
Chicago's peer tutoring program uses extensive evaluation forms and procedures
to identify problems as they arise. The evaluation procedures include application
forms, weekly visits with tutors, biweekly coordinator /instructor meetings, monthly
activity sheets, complaint forms, termination forms, tutee contract, work logs and
payroll forms, instructor evaluation forms, program evaluation and self-assessment
forms (tutor, tutee).

1
If students are to be measured on the degree of progress toward meeting cognitive or affective

objectives, preassessment is necessary to obtain baseline data from comparison with data col-
lected after the completion of tutoring. The analysis of data may range from summarizing subjec-
tive impressions to conducting statistical analyses. The procedures chosen will depend upon the
nature of the data and the needs of the constituent groups discussed earlier Data analysis can be
performed by hand or by computer.

Reporting Program Results

Plans should be made regarding the reporting of evaluation results. Reporting methods
include oral presentations and written reports, depending upon the relevancy of specific reported
materials to constituent groups. Results may also be reported to different audiences through
media such as newspaper articles, student presentations, and teacher-staff publications in
journals

Mountain View's peer tutoring program has been evaluated by the North Central
Evaluation Team as part of its Emerging and Unique Program effort. The program
has also attracted national media attention Both NBC and CBS have filmed and
aired videotapes of the program.

Modifying the Program

The evaluation results should be used by the coordinator, in concert with appropriate groups,
as an information base for making decisions about the program. The information base is a per-
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manent foundation on which revisions can be made Continuation or expansion of the program
will depend upon how effectively objectives have been met and how well the outcomes can be
documented The identification of program strengths and weaknesses enables rational decisions
to be made regarding whether the various program components should be continued, revised, or
dropped
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CHAPTER II

PEER TUTORING PROGRAMS

The following section presents an in-depth look at 13 individual, diverse peer tutoring pro-
grams They illustrate the wide variety of objectives and student audiences that peer tutoring can
address successfully. Similarly, they demonstrate the many program options, formats, and proce-
dures available to those wanting to establish a new peer tutoring program or modify an existing
one Individually, the program reports provide insight into different settings in which peer tutoring
can he used effectively and different program designs that have been developed to meet the needs
of specific student populations and institutions.

The 13 programs represent secondary and postsecondary institutions that typically offer both
academic and vocational or technical education Program emphasis, special audiences served, and
tutorial approaches are varied. The one message that emerges from the site visit reports is that
there is no perfect peer tutoring program model Final program design is more likely determined
by program objectives, the population to be tutored, available facilities, and time and funding con-
straints than by any exemplary program model.
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rVChicogo City Public
ocotionol Schools

Chicogo, Mina:.

that 30 percent of Federal
vocational education.

The city-wide peer tutoring program in Chicago's public vot-a-
bonal schools is one of several support services available for voca-
tional students. The program is directed by a Student Services
Corporation for the Disadvantaged housed in the Central Office of
the city's school system The Corporation, is one of five program
service areas administered by a Vocational Support Services Team
that was established in 1982 under a million dollar grant from the
Illinois State Board of Education. Other program components
include vocational assessment and evaluating, vocational education
for he handicapped, vocational education for the Limited Encilish
Proficient (LEP), vocational education for the disadvantaged, and,
vocational articulation. The bureau was formed to meet the mandate

funds received be spent for ^upport services to special needs students in

The peer tutoring program was established to serve. Chicago schools with high dropout and
low attendance rates. Part-time vocational advisors in the high schools provide supervision and
guidance to the peer tutors who provide tutorial help and support to disadvantaged, handicapped,
and LEP students in vocational education.

The program has two major components that may be employed individually or jointly in a
school, depending on the needs of instructors and students. The basic component is in-class, one-
on-one peer tutoring in any aspect of vocational classes. The second component is a drop-in tutor-
ial center to assist students with their academic classes. Nine Chicago schools currently have
centers that offer one-on-one or small-group tutoring and computer-aided or computer-managed
instruction. Paraprofessional aides may assist with tutorial tasks in both componer

Program Development and Administration

The peer tutoring program in Chicago's vocational schools was initiated to help vocational
instructors provide more attention and individualized instruction for academically disadvantaged,
handicapped, or LEP students and to offer support and reinforcement to students needing special-
ized academic assistance. The program operates in 39 school sites and is coordinated from the
central administretive office. Some elements of each school's program are standadized (e.g ,

record keeping, staffing, and overall program objectives) Other elements are unique, depending
upon the school's instructional environment, administrators, instructors, student populations, and
equipment and resources.

Program planning tasks occur at both the central office and the individual school The central
office's Student Services Corporation (SSC) coordinates and monitors the program in schools
where it already exists and plans and develops new programs

The VSST staff perform the following tasks*

Controls the budget and allocated resources

Plans and provides inservice training for the vocational advisors, administrators, tutors'.
and other staff

Develops reporting forms, manuals, and training materials for program activities
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Plans for and provides ongoing technical assistance for administrators and program staff

Monitors program efforts and provides problem-solving assistance

Implements major decisions and policy

Assists vocational advisors and school administrators with public relations

The individual school administrator works with the VSST staff in selecting a vocational advi-
sor, who spends about 1 hour per day, coordinating program activities and supervising student
tutors The advisor is paid extra for these duties, which are in addition to regular teaching duties
The advisor's tasks and responsibilities include the following

Coordinates with the principal and VSST staff on program planning and imple,nentation

Publicizes the program among school staff and instructors to build up enthusiasm and
recognition

Serves es liaison and troubleshooter for vocational instructors who utilize tutors

Recruits, selects, and hires tutors

Provides ongoing technical assistance and training for tutors

Manages paperwork and reporting required by the central office

Conducts periodic evaluation of tutors, teacher satisfaction, and program effectiveness

The tutoring program is fur.ded under the Vocational Education Carl Perkins Act of 1985 Pro-
gram costs cover wages and inservice training for the vocational advisors and the tutors, orienta-
tion and training materials, and periodic meetings for the tutors throughout the school year on
special interest topics Schools with drop-in centers are provided computer equipment and soft-
ware support. For the actual tutoring, classroom texts and teacher handouts are used with occa-
sional expenditures for special equipment (e.g , tape recorders or visual aids)

Program Functions and Operation

There is a strong emphasis on selecting and hiring tutors and on building positive, effective
relationships with instructors, who have a major role in recruiting and selecting the tutors who will
wo-k in their classrooms.

Students who wish to become peer tutors usually must have completed the course in which
they will be tutoring with at least a B and have a recommendation from an instructor in the content
area Each student must also complete an application form and be interviewed by both the voca-
tional advisor and the classroom instructor. During the interview, the advisor considers the
following:

Speaking clearly

Attitudes toward tutoring
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Attitudes toward LEP, handicapped, and academically dsadvantaged individuals

Appeaience and neatness

Punctuality

Cooperative relationships with teachers and advisors

Ability to hold friendly, informal conversations with teachers and supervisors

Ability to accept constructive criticism, follow directions, and work without direct
supervision

Ability to relate to fellow students

After final selections are made, tutors meet as a group with the vocational advisor and the con-
tent area teachers for an informal orientation workshop that may include the following activities

The vocational advisor provides in-depth information about the program's purpose and
objectives

Teachers outline what they expect from the tutors

Student tutors discuss the expertise they can provide

The vocational advisor also explains procedures, answers teachers' and students' questions, and
generates enthusiasm for the program.

For the in-class tutoring, the instructor is instrumental in ensuring a compatible match
between tutor and tutee. An effort is made to match tutors and tutees on the basis of personality,
schedules, and subject matter, and when LEP or handicapped students are involved to ensure sen-
sitivity to cultural, ethnic, and language differences, and awareness of particular handicapping
conditions. Frequently, tutors who work with LEP or handicapped individuals come from similar
backgrounds. If problems develop with a tutor-tutee match, both the instructor and the vocational
advisor are available to help resolve the problem or create a new tutor-tutee match.

Tutors typically meet with a tutee once each day for 1 hour. Tne length of time a tutee receives
assistance is flexible. The tutee, with the content area instructor and the tutor, determines when
tutorial help will be discontinued. At the drop-in centers, where tutees frequently refer themselves
for tutoring, the tutee is the one who usually decides how long to remain in the tutorial program.

Although tutoring typically occurs on a one-to-one basis, small groups of three to five tutees
are occasionally used, especially for LEP tutees, when several students experience similar prob-
lems or when introductory material is being examined. The tutor provides reinforcement k
in3tructor's explanations, supplements classroom work, supports students having difficult!,
ing s concept, or offers reassurance. These objectives may be accomplished by reading materia.-
to the students, providing feedback and encouragement on class work and performance, reviewing
the ins'ructor's explanations, and assisting with the performance of related tasks.

Tutors utilize class texts and instructor handouts and may prepare special materials for the
tutee Most instructors review accomplishments and discuss the material and instructional
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approaches daily with their tutors. Tutors also meet weekly with the vocational advisor to discuss
the tutee's progress, explore alternative stretegies, review potential problems, or develop further
special methods for working with special students.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

Chicago's peer tutoring program has a strong monitorinc, and evaluation component An
extensive series of reporting and evaluation forms and procedures enables the vocation& advisor
to identify problems as they arise and to have a strong information base to use when making
changes. The following are used

Application forms for potential tutors and peer tutor information packets

Weekly visits with tutors

Biweekly meetings with participating instructors

Monthly activity sheets for recording meetings with tutors and instructors

Formal complaint and termination forms for tutors who must be dropped from the pro-
gram

A formal tutee contract

Formal work logs and payi-oll forms

Formal monthly and annual instructor evaluation forms

Tutor program evaluation/self-assessment forms

Tutee program evaluation and tutor evaluation forms

From observations and evaluations by SSC staff, the peer tutoring program appears to benefit
and satisfy most participants, including administrators, instructors, tutors, and tutees Administra-
tors indicated that regular classroom instructors can spend more time individually with all students
in a class because they do not have to focus exclusively on the special needs student With a tutor,
the special needs student receives more instructional help and is able to participate more com-
pletely in the learning process. Also, tutees are able to receive nore hands-on practice in their par-
ticular occupation.

Tutors reported an improvemer neir own skills as a result of teaching someone else, the
developmert of better work habits, ar. increased sense of responsibility, and heightened self-
esteem and prestige among then peers. Instructors indicated that the tutors helped them to under-
stand special needs students more easily and provided guidance to them in interacting with the
students.

For a program such as Chicago's to succeed, extensive planning, coordination, and evaluation
are needed. Among the elements that need attention are the following.

Strong administrative support at the local school level
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The vocational advisor's personality and position within the school (For example, J me-
one who is respected by and familiar with teachers, counselors, students, and support
staff, is a good choice.)

A strong public relations effort to generate support and enthusiasm among teachers. stu-
dents, and administrators

Freedom for irstructors to choose the tutors with whom they work

Guidelines for instructors in choosing tutors

On" -tation and inservice training for all levels of staff involved, including clerical support
staff, data entry personnel and programmers, counselors, special department heads.
resource specialists, and district research staff

Guidelines for teachers and tutors in identifying and developing strategies for special
population groups

Staff and tutor sensitivity to and respect for varying cultural and ethnic groups

Ongoing training for tutors

Tasks for tutors that they can handle confidently and independently

A strategy for working effective- with other student tutoring groups in a school

Recognition and rewards f ' ..4, such as wages, academic credit, an end-of-year con-
ference, and outstanding tub. 7 awards

Chicago's program is expanding. Both the number of drop-in resource centers and the
number of schools offering in-class vocational peer tutoring are growing Additionally, in existing
programs, instructors are requesting more tutors. The budget has been increased. and future pro-
gram efforts will largely be focused on dealing with the problems that inevitably accompany rapid
growth

In addition, however, attention will be devoted to the following.

Effective software for drop-in centers with computer-assisted instructional capabilities

More service training for a wider variety of local school staff

Inservce training offered to vocational advisors and tutors, more specialized inservice
work on needs of special population groups, motivational training to build morale and
strengthen program identity

Stronger coordination and articulation between the peer tutoring program and other ser-
vices at a local school under VSST
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Cleveland Public
Schools Vocational
Content Reading
Program

Cleveland, Ohio

The Vocational Content Reading Program is being implemented
in selected Cleveland public vocational magnet schools, and com-
prehensive high schools over a period of several years The program
is targeted to serve high schooi students whose reading daficiencies
limit their vocational success. Vocational content reading teachers
and selected vocational instructors jointly plan lessons and team
teach. They develop informal testing, vocabulary reinforcement
activities, comprehension study guides, and study skills lessons A
yearlong series of preservice and inservice instructional seminars
and workshops helps them develop classroom materials and the
necessary teaching strategies.

The program, which involves all students in the classroom, utilizes theories and concepts
common to other tutoring programs. In the classroom, following whole class instruction, small
groups of three to five students of varying ability levels use the specially prepared materials
together. Their goal is to reach agreement on answers. In the process, the group members teach,
or tutor, each other, under the general guidance and observation of the instructors Thus, both the
small-group technique and the teacher's regular instructional approach are used

Program Development and AdmInittratIon

After teachers and school administrators in Cleveland found that many students with adequate
scores on standardized reading tests were not able to understand and master the technical lan-
guage required in high school vocational programs, the Vocational Content Reading Program was
deveioped, u' der funding and sponsorship of the Cleveland Public Schools, Ohio Vocational Spe-
cial Nee ng, and the Federal Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended This is one of
several f, _ .seeds programs provided for academically disadvantaged students in the district
Althougn designed primarily for students witn reading difficulties, the program strengthens the
ability of all students to handle the complex technical and specialized language required in voca-
tional classes.

The program's first year' was both a start-up and a demonstration effort. Approximately 780
11th-and 12th-grade students in 6 high schools and career centers were served Each school has
approximately six vocational teachers and four vocational content reading teachers involved Each
reading teacher worked with six teachers and spent four periods each week in the vocational
teachers' related classes and labs. Together, the two teachers accomplished the following

Assessed students' reading needs in vocational courses through use of informal invento-
ries developed from technical reading materials

Planned and team-taught activities that fused reading assistance with vocational content
within each teaching unit,

Compiled a file of instructional activites to guide students in the reading and learning of
technical texts and material.

The program coordinator conducted a 15-hour preservice workshop for the reading and voca-
tional teachers prior to the start of the school year and, during the school year, gave approximately

'The program prior to 1984 was a remedial lab program 1984 was the first year of the Content Reading Team Teaching
approach Continued sponsorship will depend upon a formal evaluation. student performance. and teacher satisfaction
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18 hours of follow-up inservice workshops Each follow-up workshop addressed a new strategy
Once presented, strategies were comfortably established in the classroom The topic of small
group instruction and peer tutoring was not addressed until the second semester Topics and
activities addressed at the workshops included the following

Developing inform& tests to assess student reading problems, evaluating textbooks and
analyzing readability

Developing and using technical word recognition activities

Assessing student comprehension and study skills; preparing special student study
guides

Using small group instruction in the classroom; developing and using structured over-
views, leveled study guides, prediction guides, and c+her study guide formats

Critiquing and revising teacher-made instructional materials

Developing and using tests that reflect student study guide concepts and formats

Utilizing peer evaluation techniques

Compiling files of completed lessons, study guides, and tests

Completing an evaluation of the program and program materials

The faculty inservice was highly structured. Typically, the program coordinator, along with
vocational reading teachers and content teachers, planned and presented actual training material
Between the formal inservice sessirws, the reading teachers worked individually with program par-
ticipants to develop content reading and study guides specific to each technical area and student
needs.

The program coordinator has had background and experience with a similar project, Voca-
tional Reading Power, developed at the University of Minnesota The director of that program
provided technical assistance in the development of the workshop sequence and preparation of
preservice and inservice training materials.

The first year's teachers are to participate on a wrap-up and evaluation workshop at the close
of the school year and be introduced to the use of computers At the beginning of the program's
second year, they will attend a refresher course and receive training in individualized learning
styles.

Additional support was given to the Communication Skills Improvement Program teachers
who operated remedial labs in the school buildings. The Vocational Reading program provided
supplementary relevant reading materials, instructional equipment (tape recorded, card readers,
controlled readers, and IBM computers and printers), and individual and small-group instruction to
assist students with the transfer of basic skills to vocational and technical materials
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Program Functions and Operation

During the preservice and inservice training, the program coordinator established the general
schedule, outlined the topics, and provided a thorough overview and orientation Throughout the
year, vocational reading teachers conducted inservice sessions However, the content teachers are
responsible for determining whet' small group activates are most appropriate and how to organize
and use them

Typically, when the small groups are used, the teacher presents a preview and explanation
which orients the class to the lesson. This explanation usually includes important concepts and
essential vocabulary. Equipment and essential hands-on procedures may be displayed or demon-
strated, or other instructional aids such as filmstrips or computers may be used to illustrate the
materials. The students then review vocabulary and using their class texts, independently L.om-
plete study guides. When individual students appear to have difficulties, the instructor assists
them

The small groups then assemble and are given the following directions

Compare your study guide answers in the small group. Use the text and study guide to
show other students why you selected your answers

Try it) reach agreement within your group on items However, do not change your answer
unless you are sure you made an error.

The instructor monitors the groups to note areas of disagreement and then leads the class in a
discuss.on of disputed study guide items. A follow-up activity enables individuai students to apply
the concepts and use materials that were presented in the small groups and class discussions

Although focused on reading comprehension, word recognition, and vocabulary building, the
program is designed to strengthen students' abilities to handle complex technical language and
thus to strengthen overall academic performance. Students having difficultieb benefit from the
peer interaction and increased individualized attention, and those able to grasp materials more
quickly benefit from communicating their knowledge to their peers. The teacher has more oppor-
tunity to individualize instruction and learns where major problems lie in the class material Finally,
the whole class benefits from the following'

The verbal interchange among peers

Having to use the technical terminology in the small groups and hearing explanations
from peers

Spending time with the teacher only on problem areas

Program Evaluation and Improvement

Because the program has completed only its initial year with a content reading approach, a
formal evaluation has not been conducted yet. However, the vocational instructors have conducted
pretests and posttests on student performance. A preliminary analysis suggests that the slower
readers have made significant gains in their reading performance and overall classroom work
Students at higher levels are also improving, but not so significantly.
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The materials that have been developed to support the instructional stategies become a per-
manent part of the teachers' files and can be used year after year. The consensus is that with these
materials, students can keep up with the class texts more easily, receive consistent modeling, even
with note taking; and learn study skills that carry over into other subjects The only negative factor
associated with the development of the learning materials is the preparation time. When teachers
are initially learning the strategies involved, developing a lesson may take as long as two weeks
However, as proficiency increases, preparation time decreases, and student gains motivate
teachers to invest the time.

The materials have proved appropriate and effective for the vocational limited English-
proficient (LEP) students and are being translated into several languages The translated materials
will be used for the LEP students by the school system's English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL)
and bilingual instructors, classroom tutorial aides, and reading lab specialists

Although whole class use of content reading lessons was successful for most participants,
effective use of the small-group, peer-instruction process has not been free of problems In-service
on the use of small group instruction was scheduled to begin at midyear; program staff believed
that had it been used at the beginning of the year, students would : -ve adjusted more easily. Addi-
tionally, when small groups were formed, students often preferred to go with their friends, which
sometimes defeated the benefit of a mix of learning levels within one group. Also, changes n
social and attitudinal development that often occur in a peer tutoring situation were less likely to
occur in such groups. Teachers expressed a lack of specific, structured guidelines for the use of
the small groups. As a result, some instructors assigned the groups and others allowed students to
form their own. In some cases, student absence disrupted the group's continuity and frequently
then; was unequal participation among group members.

As the program moves into its second year with a group of teachers and students who are
experienced and comfortable with the program, vocational reading teachers planned to address
more thoroughly the small group tutorial process. Instructors indicated that some areas of their
vocational curriculum lend themselves more successfully to the peer tutoring and instructional
process than others. Closer attention to this aspect of the program and the development of more
structured guidelines for the formation and use of the groups should strengthen the program
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Mountain View High
Sch000l

Mesa, Arizona

Mountain View, a comprehensive high school serving both aca-
demic and vocational high school students. has had a peer tutoring
program for 7 years Its purpose is to help students with reading or
learning problems become independent learners The focus of the
tutoring encompasses both content specialty and reading or study
skills.

The program was initiated with input from students, parents,
and teachers Strong administrative support provides credibility and
broad acceptance among teachers and students.

The tutoring program is an elective for both tutors and tutees
Tutors receive inservice training and their duties and responsibilities are prescibed. There are spe-
cific forms to Le filled out, and definite expectations must be met by both tutors and tutees The
actual tutoring, however, is flexible and designed to meet the special needs of tutees and class-
room instructors. Tutoring occurs both in the classrooms and at a tutoring center. Specialized
tutoring for special needs and disadvantaged students is offered Peer tutoring services may be
coordinated with other specialized assistance such as peer counseling, study skills, in-depth read-
ing, and rerr edial or basic skills instruction.

Program Development and Administration

The program was designed by Mountain View staff and consultants from Arizona State Uni-
versity and other Phoenix-area high schools. Begun 7 years ago, the tutorial program is staffed by
a full-time director and an assistant. It operates all day and is part of the scl Dol's reading depart-
ment. The program's administrative staff are also qualified reading instructors.

The program is also assisted by tutor sponsors, who are teachers (frequently newer teachers)
selected by the principal from different disciplines They serve as a liaison with the rest of the
school's faculty and hold informal meetings with tutors to assist them with tutoring problems They
also contact teachers to discuss tutees' progress and current instructional needs. The principal
stresses the benefits and services of the peer tutoring program during the school's annual teacher
orientation and inservice training session. The support of the principal and the tutor sponsors
lends credibility to the program and encourages schoolwide acceptance.

Tutorial services are provided in eight small rooms, which are shared with the reading center
and two other classes. Consequently, space is limited and not every request for tutoring can be
accommodated Classroom texts are the basic material resources used for peer tutoring

The program received seed money from Arizona State University. The director's full-time
salary is now paid by the Mesa Public School District. Tapes, study guides, and similar materials
are provided by Arizona State University's On Site Program.

Program Functions and Operation

Tutor candidates are second semester sophomores, juniors, or seniors who have a good over-
all grade average and at least a B in the course they wish to tutor. They are required to fill out an
application form, provide a personal recommendation from a faculty member, and undergo a per-
sonal interview. The ability to communicate or explain subject matter and interpersonal abilities,
patience, and overall life attitude are the most important selection criteria.
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Once selected, the tutors are given 3 weeks of formal training, including a reading test to
determine their competence level Additionally, the following topics are covered

Typical reading and study problems they may encounter with tutees

Various reading and study methods, including the Survey, Question, Read, Review and
Recite method (SQ3R), previewing, mastering a textbook, and directed reading activity
guides

Attitudes and feelings toward themselves and others

Developing lesson plans and creating alternate learning packets

Methods for observing tutees in their classrooms and completing student observation and
evaluation assignments

The tutors also receive informal guidance and direction throughout the semester At least one
tutoring class period per week is devoted to a group discussion among the tutors and the program
director or a tutoring sponsor. At these sessions, tutors help each other with work on the develop-
ment of special materials, and take care of other program-related concerns They receive a weekly
grade for their tutoring and their class participation.

Tutors have specific tasks and responsibilities. They must complete weekly and semester
assignments for their tutoring class, attend the tutoring class regularly and punctually, exhibit
proper conduct, and be role models for the clients. They must keep weekly lesson plans, weekly
tutoring summaries, teacher contact records, and client attendance and grade forms in an orga-
nized notebook. They must contact each tutee's instructor weekly, develop and prepare two alter-
nate learning packets for their clients, and grade all work to the best of their ability Client
confidentiality is respected.

Students who need or want tutorial assistance are referred to the program by teachers or
counselors. Parents may request help for their children, or students may refer themselves. The
final decision rests with the students.

The tutors and tutees are matched according to class schedules and personal compatibility
Tutors may assist several students in more than one subject. They work for at least a semester,
some continue throughout high school.

The tutor spends the first week observing in the classroom to determine the student's prob-
lems. Afterward, tutoring is typically conducted at the tutoring center during a free period How-
ever, when a student needs actual assistance for laboratory work, the tutor goes to the classroom
Occasionally, when a teacher requests a tutor for an entire class, the tutor sits in on the class and
is available to individuals or small groups who may be having difficulty. Such an arrangement typi-
cally occurs in a mathematics or science class in which the teacher reserves part of each class for
hands-on problem solving.

Most tutor-student relationships last for an entire semester, but exit points are not rigidly
defined. Terminations may be initiated by the teacher, the tutees, or the tutor, especially when a
student demonstrates improved performance. However, the tutoring program is not operated on a
drop-in basis.
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Although all tutors are screened on the basis of empathy, patience, and communication skills,
those assigned to work with special needs students are chosen for their particular abilities and
interest in assisting such students. The program director trains tutors and members of the school
faculty and counseling staff who regularly work with special needs students

Mountain View High School also has a very active peer counseling program, frequently, tutors
also serve as peer counselors. When a tutee with special needs requests tutorial services, those
peer tutors who also serve as peer counselors are frequently chosen Similarly, a peer counselor
may be recruited to work with a tutor when a special needs student is being helped

Within the tutoring sessions, the tutors, under the director's supervision, diagnose tutee learn-
ing difficulties, reading patterns, and subject-matter problems The sessions focus on helping stu-
dents with both long-term reading and study skills and short-term. subject-specific difficulties

The program director's responsibilities are to interview and select tutors, match tutors and
tutees, provide both formal and informal ongoing training and guidance for the tutors; monitor
paperwork; document the program's effectiveness; teach a reading and study skills class, and
maintain effective, positive relationships with the school's administration, instructors, and parents
The director prepares an informational newsletter for the administration, teachers, students, and
parents. Open houses are held periodically st the tutoring facility for parents, teachers, students,
and administrators, offering an explanation of the program, refreshments, and a tour of the facility
The director also prepares special tutor training materials and handbcoks, the tutors and students
contribute actively to the handbooks, two of whic'. are being prepared for National publication

Program Evaluation and Improvement

The program's director, along with the public school district's Department of Research and
Evaluation, has developed three instruments to evaluate the effectiveness of Mountain View's peer
tutoring program. Additionally, the program has been evaluated by the North Central Evaluation
Team as part of its program. The program has also attracted National media attention Both NBC
and CBS have filmed and aired videotapes of the program.

For the school's internal evaluation process, instruments are administered to tutors, teachers,
and tutoring clients The tutors are regularly evaluated by both the tutee and the tutee's instructor
Additionally, the tutors must pass an examination at the end of the training period before they
begin tutoring, and they conduct self-evaluations.

Results of program evaluations show positive benefits. Tutors gain in self-concept, interper-
sonal skills, respect from both students and teachers, the impetus to keep their academic skills
sharp, and the gratification from helping others. Clients' benefits include improvement in both
content-specific and study skills, a positive change in st If-concept and social skills, and a greater
amount of personalized attention. Instructors benefit from the program's interdisciplinary
approach to reading and an increased awareness of different ways to help poor readers and offer
multilevel instruction.

(''vercoming teacher reluctance has probably been the program's most difficu3 obstacle The
persistent efforts of the program's director over 7 years and the performance of trustworthy and
credible tutors have overcome the skepticism of most faculty members.
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The major problem confronting the program now is the constraint imposed by a change in the
number of credits the State requires for graduation, which means fewer elective credits for the
students and fewer tutoring classes (three rather than the former six) each day Eventually, many
student tutoring requests could remain unfulfilled However, as peer tutoring is one of several
instructional strategies at Mountain View, there are still many services available for students with
learning prcblems
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Maryvale High School

Phoenix, Arizona

The peer tutoring program at Maryvale High School is asso-
ciated with the school's reading department, but the services focus
on the tutee's subject matter and span the school's curricular areas
Tutoring is offered for classroom work, study skills, reading dnd
writing skills, and learning skills.

The program began under the Indian Youth Advisors Program
to increase the retention rate for Indian youth and upgrade their
reading skills. Although the funding was not categorical. it was tar-
geted toward the Indian youth. Currently, changes in funding priori-
ties are affecting the program's existence, and new funding must be
located.

Program Development and Administration

Maryvale's peer tutoring program has operated for three semesters The school's administra-
tion decided to utilize peer tutoring as a means of addressing the problem of high dropout rates
and lower reading levels among Indian youth Before tl--. nrogram could begin, the planners had to
locate funding, prepare a grant application, and put the iloministrative and operational
mechanisms in place.

Originally, the tutors were volunteers from the National Honor Society Building on previous
experience with a peer tutoring program, the coordinator preferred to start on a small scale to
build faculty and student support, rather than risk credibility by not meeting promises or obliga-
tions. The program has evolved into a credit course for both tutors and tutees, and it is currently
administered by a full-time coordinator. There are 25 tutors and 60 tutees No tutor has worked
with more than three tutees over the course of the semester.

The tutoring sessions occur in a special resource room in the reading department with tables
and seating for up to four or five students The coordinator's office is located separately at the
back of the room.

At present, materials are limited. Reading department personnel and content teachers have
begun developing supplementary subject-specific reading materials for tutors. If new funding is
located and the program continues, developing content-specific reading material will be a priority
The coordinator has written a training handbook for the tutors to use during their formal training
period.

Program Functions and Operation

The peer tutoring coordinator screens and selects tutors. They are recruited through teacher
and counselor referrals, and some students apply on their own initiative. The coordinator consid-
ers grade averages, intellectual independence, and initiative in selecting tutors who can work
independently, develop insights rapidly, and tutor a variety of subjects. Additionally, emphasis is
also placed on patience, diligence, and interpersonal communication skills.

Before working with the tutees, tutors receive 2 weeks' formal training to acquaint them with
program procedures and with many of the situations they will face. Later, weekly informal training
with the coordinator reinforces their early learning The coordinator allots two class periods per
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week for working with the tutors. One period is spent on any program-related business and gives
tutors the opportunity to interact with each other The second is devoted to training needs and
personal preparation time for the tutors Although tutors are not required to remain in the pro-
gram, they are encouraged to tutor for more than one semester. Returning tutors have provided
leadership and guidance for new tutors.

Most of the tutees are referred by teachers or counselors, but some refer themselves for
assistance Because tutees receive credit for tutoring, their participation is structured. Tutors
assign points to the tutee for every tutoring session. A tutee can receive up to 20 points each day
for such activities as coming to the appointment on time: bringing required books, papers, and
materials; using the tutoring time effectively; and working with the tutor on the assignment

Most of the tutoring assistance occurs on a one-to-one basis. However, according to the sub-
ject matter or tutee needs, small group tutoring is sometimes used The lerif;th of the tutoring ses-
sion itself also varies. Whereas most sessions last for a full period, when appropriate, the tutoring
session may last for only 20 minutes; for the rest of the peri.,:,, the tutee works individually on the
lesson discussed with the tutor.

Some tutees receive help in only one class, whereas others receive assistance in several
classes. The tutee may work on a homework assignment with the tutor or concentrate specifically
on reading skills. Before tests, extra time is spent reviewing the material that will be covered and
pract Ing test-taking techniques. Throughout the semester, tloring sessions are scheduled
around test dates and special projects to provide extra help and support.

Contact between tutors and instructors is encouraged. However, the tutor, to avoid embarrass-
ing the tutee, never enters the tutee's classroom when the tutee is present At the beginning of a
semester, a questionnaire is sent to tutees' teachers asking if they are willing to meet with a tutor
If they are, an open-door relationship typically develops between tutor and teacher. As the pro-
gram's credibility and effectiveness have spread, more teachers willingly take time to coordinate
with tutors. The primary factor inhibiting such coordination is lack of adequate free planning time
for both teacher and tutors.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

A formal evaluation of Maryvale's peer tutoring program was being prepared at the time of the
site visit. Among the factors being examined closely were daily class attendance, the school's attri-
tion rate, reading skills, and overall class performance. Preliminary data cc iiparing the first half of
the second semester to overall first semester tutee performance showed a decrease in the number
of withdrawals from school and classes dropped, a reduction in the number of classes failed, a
slight decrease in the number of classes for which tutees received a D, and a sizable increase in
the r.'imber of classes for which tutees received a C or better.

t- he evaluation continues, program monitoring data will be compiled aid analyzed to illus-
trate specific goal:, and objectives being achieved. Included will be such areas as tutor and tutee
satisfaction; study nt benefits and behavioral changes; teacher and staff satisfaction, and progress
made in reading, study, and content skills.

The administration already supports the peer tutoring concept. However, no immediate local
funding was available to offset the loss of the categorical Indian funding. Consequently evaluation
data, along with the administration's er. -;orsement, will be used to seek district funding a special
['rant from private, State, or Federal sJurces.
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Eased on previou,. experience, Maryvale's coordinator emphasizes the following strategies

Build solid and -.ffective rapport with facu"

Train tuiors to use tact and professionalism when interacting with the faculty

Discourage tutors from simply completing tutees' work

Return promptly teachers' editions of texts and master copies of tests that instructors
provide.

Publicize program efforts to the local school board:.

Train and support tutors adequately.

Allow time to plan, review, and improve the program.

The direction of the Maryvaie program is not certain However, there are several objectives for
the future:

Coordinate more with the contsnt teacher to prepare spesial learning assistance
materials.

Secure local funding and help other schools in the d,strict develop peer tutoring
programs.

Build more planning time for tutors and teachers into the program schedule

Encourage tutor retention.

Add specialized program services for limited E iglish-proficiency students if the student
population shifts rad!caily
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Colffornin Medi -Corps
Program

Chico, California

The Medi-Corps program was initiated in the summer of 1974
under the auspices of the State Department of Education, Migrant
Education Section, and conducted by the Butte county California
Superintendent of Schools. It originally served college students but
has expanded to incorporate secondary-level juniors and seniors
who are interested in health careers.

At the varied sites throughout California, the high school youths
serve as health tutors or educators in summer school classes for
migrant children in grades K-12 who are taking classes in health,
biology, and the natural sciences. Under the direction of the pro-
gram site coordinator, they actually teach specific units in

preventive heaith, nutrition, preventive dentistry, and safety around pesticides During the 6-week
program, corps members are taken on career exploration field trips and conduct job-shadowing
experiences with professionals in migrant farm labor centers near the school sites.

Program Development and Administration

The program enriches the educational experiences of migrant youths who attend the summer
school classes and gives Medi-Corps participants an awareness of the health needs of farm
workers and rural communities. Additionally, the program permits corps members to further their
own educational goals and gain real-world exposure to a variety of health-related career experien-
ces. Among the program's performance objectives are the following:

Corps participants wil' acquire competencies to help them identify existing and potential
health problems that may interfere with the education of the migrant child

Participants will acquire competencies necessary to provide health education classes and
tutorial assistance to migrant youth and their families in preventive health and dentistry,
nutrition, and safety around pesticides.

Corps members will become more familiar with existing health and welfare resources that
can meet the special needs of migrant youths and families.

Corps members will assist, as appropriate, in communicating and translating medical or
social service documents for non-English-speaking migrant families.

Corps members will acquire personal characteristics that will enhance their role as mod-
els for migrant children and youths.

Each program site has an adult coordinator who is responsible for as many as six schools,
each school has four to eight core: members. Besides supervising the corps members, the coordi-
nator is a liaison with the program's vantral administrative office and community agencies and
resources that are important to the health and welfare of the migrant population.

Most of the Medi-Corps members live in their home communities. If a member serves away
from home, the program absorbs costs of lodging and food. However, most facilities and resources
for the provem are educational. Tutoring is done within the classroom. Educational and artistic
materials are he usual resources needed for both the tutoring and classroom instruction by corps
members. There are periodic meetings and workshops for corps members during the summer at a
central meeting facility, typically a school or local college.
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Program Functions and Operation

Medi-Corps participants must submit applications and meet several selection criteria They
must be able to speak, read, and write both English and Spanish They must have experiential
knowledge of the migrant life-style, the goal of a health career, and a grade point average of 2 5 or
better and must be U.S. citizens or meet resident criteria. Additionally, applicants are selected on
the basis of interpersonal and communication skills, flexibility in dealing with variousage groups,
motivation and leadership skills, and references

Prior to their summer experience, Medi-Corps participants attend a preservice training pro-
gram at a State university and cover the following topics:

The California Plan for the Education of Migrant Children

Program procedures, paperwork, and regulations

Problems of the rural migrant family laborers and their families

Community and nonprofit agencies that provide services to migrant families

A major emphasis of the training is on methods and techniques participants can use in tutoring
and in their roles as health educators. In addition, during the 6-week summer session, there are 3
weekend workshops for corps participants at the coordinator's site.

The coordinator visits each school biweekly (when possible, weekly) to observe corps
members and discuss with them their progress and special concerns. Typically, the coordinator
also meets with the senior teachers and school administrators and reviews the corps members'
lesson plans, progress summaries, and samples of materials they have developed. When
necessary, the coordinator, resolves problems, hell corps members utilize resources of the local
community, and coordinates arrangements for fitlu trips. The coordinator is always available
informally for emergency or special needs situations.

Corps members work in classrooms during the mornings, providing tutoring and instructional
assistance for senior summer school teachers. Both one-on-one and small-group tutoring are
used. Typically, as tutors, corps me 'bers clarify and reiterate the teachers' materials. Also,
English-as-a-second-language techniques, English conversational practice, and basic skills drill
and practice are provided as needed.

Corps members also offer supplementary instruction undrr the guidance of the senior teacher
They prepare the lesson plans, make or locate their own resource materials, and rehearse their
delivery, varying techniques to reach different age audiences. Depending on the material, corps
members work individually or in small teams.

Corps members also assist witt administrative tasks at the school's nursing station. Even
though they cannot dispense health treatment or advice, they do help with record keeping, sched-
uling, and patient monitoring. At the same time, they conduct job-shadowing experiences Nursing
station duty rotates among corps members.

During the afternoons, the Medi-Corps members prepare materials and lessons for the next
day, assist with the outdoor portion of the program, meet with the coordinator, or spend time
learning about health issues and concerns and the community service network for migrant health
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needs During the late afternoon or early evening, they make home visits Conducted under the
direction of the coordinator and senior program administrators, these visits are made to interest
parents in their childrens' education, to expose corps members to the individual health needs of
the migrant community, and to promote stronger linkages among the community, the schools, and
the migrant farm labor centers.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

There is an informal, ongoing evaluation of each Meat-Corps member that occurs during the
coordinator's visits and through daily observations by the senior teacher. Each Medi-Corps partic-
ipant has 2 formal evaluations during the 6-week period. Additionally, at the end of the summar,
there is e postservice evaluation for everyone involved in the Medi-Corps program

The overall program has a dual impacton the Medi-Corps participant and on the migrant
youths whom the corps members tutor and instruct The corps participants have appreciated their
exposure to the health field and the opportunity for a realistic work experience related to their
future ambitions. Those corps participants particularly interested in combining health and working
with children spoke very highly of the realistic work experience. Positive feelings from their
increased productivity, money that they earn, and more respect from both their peers and families
were also reported benefits. Additionally, they reported self-confidence from mastering the tutor-
ing and instructional tasks.

Meth-Corps tutors and instructors serve as role models for the students they tutor and
instruct. Especially for the younger students, the role model demonstrates the value of completing
high school. The program also provides individualized attention from somebody who understands
the students' culture and background. Over the long term, the program offers the advantage to the
overall community of trained ndividuals in the health field who are familiar with the particular
needs of rural migrant farm laborers.

Medi-Corps high school students who, as a resu't of their experience, pursue a career in
health education may enroll in a similar program designed for college students, the California
Mini-Corps. Students in this program provide migrant youth enrolled in grades K-12 with tutorial
and instructional assistance during the school year.
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Migrant Education
Summer Leadership
Institute

Santa Clara, California

Designed for 9th- and 10th-grade high school students, this 2-
week residential program is funded under special legislation cover-
ing migrant education in California and is administered by person-
nel from the Santa Clara County Office of Education. Each year me
program offers selected high school students combined scholastic
instruction in a specific subject area, leadership workshops that
develop leadership skills, and career exploration field trips. The
focus of a recent program was computer competency. In addition to
leadership development training, students received 40 hours of
classroom instruction on computers, 20 hours of individual practi-
cum, and several field trips to area business and industries to
explore career and employment opportunities.

Program Development and Administration

Throughout the 2-week program, 6 staff persons, typically students from area colleges, work
with the high school students, providing tutorial assistance to supplement classroom instruction or
to upgrade overall reading and study skills and academic performance. The Leadership Institute
was initiated in 1977 to combat high dropout rates among migrant students by providing them with
remedial education. In recent years, however, the emphasis has shifted to convincing students to
continue their education beyond high school, teaching career awareness, and providing positive
role models for migrant students.

Once the program thrust for a particular year is identified, an intensive planning and develop-
ment effort occurs in three tiers First, special instructional and curricular materials are developed
for the academic portion of the program. SecofA, seminars, workshops, and presentations for the
leadership development portion are planned and organized. The seminar content is examined
annually to ensure that student needs are addressed effectively and that current information is
presented However, the annual thrust of the seminars and workshops is on developing personal
esteem, cultural pride, community involvement, and leadership awareness. Created primarily for
Chicano migrant students, this aspect of the program examines students' cultural heritage and
their position within, and responsibility to, that culture. The third aspect of program planning
focuses on arranging site visits to local firms and meetings between employed professionals and
students. When possible, individuals are chosen who have a migrant background similar to the
students'. Thus, the students receive career information, are exposed to positive role models, and
are encouraged to set hioh goals.

Other important elements of program planning include advising migrant parent groups at the
school district and regional levels of program plans and activities, publicizing the program, and
selecting students and staff. Three or four student conferences are held throughout the year to
publicize the program and generate broad-based interest among migrant students. Students from
the previous 2 years' programs help program staff with the conferences They develop the themes
and plan and make many of the presentations. In addition to the student conferences, program
staff attend and make presentations to parents' advisory group meetings, prepare inservice train-
ing materials for staff, and develop staff recruitment strategies.
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Program Functions and Operation

Due to its short time span (15 days) and the amount of material to be covered, the program Is
highly structured. Worked into the schedule, however, is some flexible time for small-group dis-
cussions and, in the evenings, individual study Students and staff live together at a university dur-
ing the 2 weeks with a daily schedule from 7:00 a.m until 10:00 p.m.

The students attending the institute are competitively selected through formal applications,
letters of recommendation, high school transcripts, Ind their potential for leadership There is the
expectation that students will become involved in student government or similar types of leader-
ship activities in their home schools. Because students can apply for the program as early as the
9th grade, they are eligible to participate for 2 consecutive summers.

Most of the college-age staff assistants who provide tutoring are from a Chicano or migrant
family background, and many have been former Leadership Institute participants The staff is
recruited by a job announcement circulated in the local community and by word of mouth among
local educational and service organizations. The program director interviews the applicants and
makes final selection using such criteria as overall life attitude, commitment to developing the stu-
dents' leadership potential, and cultural sensitivity. Staff directly involved with the academic por-
tion of the program must also have subject-matter competency. The staff is provided 1 week of
intensive training before the students arrive, using orientation and cultural awareness training
materials. Additionally, they are exposed to all of the institute materials and small-group experien-
tial training that will be given to the students.

Once the students arrive on campus, the staff assistants live and interact with them on a 24-
hour oasis. During the evening periods scheduled for homework and while the students are doing
class work during the day, staff members are available to provide tutorial assistance. Although the
tutoring may be scheduled, it is more likely to be offered in response to a student's spontaneous
request. Some requests for tutorial help relate directly to the academic material More often, how-
ever, the tutorial requests focus on individualized discussions related to the institute experiences
or assistance with reading skills, study habits, and locating and using informational resources

The students are graded on their academic work during the program, so tutorial assistance is
important. Whereas some tutoring occurs individually, much of it is done in small groups. The staff
has found that the students benefit from the input of others and actually teach each other in the
small-group tutorials. Whatever the form of the tutorial assistance, however, the responsibility for
seeking and getting help rests with the students themselves. Tutoring is not required, nor is there
an attempt to match students with tutors. The aim of the program is to make students responsible
for their own education and leadership experience.

In addition to tutoring in academic or personal leadership skills, the same staff members help
students locate career-related information and guide them in personal reflection about career
choices This assistance is provided as a follow-up to the students' discussions with industry
representatives and the site visits to local firms.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

Formal evaluations ara conducted of the program, the staff, and the participants On the last
morning of the program, there is a 3-hour block of time ior filling out questionnaires and discuss-
ing program benefits, lessons learned, major impacts on the students' lives, and needed changes
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Over the program's 8 years, approximately 1,200 students have gone through the institute
Program participation has influenced school attendance and retention rates The program's admin-
istrative staff is beginning a structured, fc ilow-up study of institute completors Although time
consuming, it is a priority for the coming year.

Because of its short duration, a program such a.; the Summer Leadership Institute can be dif-
ficult to implement or sustain. To ensure success, the following elements are crucial

Careful selection of staff assistants, considering attitudes, outlook, and personalities

Intensive training for all staff

A match between academic subject matter taught and students' needs and interests

Balance in the amount of time allocated to the academic, leadership development, and
career awareness components

A cohesive program structure

Program administrative staff say that 2 weeks is a short time for students to absorb so much
information; however, they feel that students benefit from the short period because it is such an
intensive, highly motivating experience. The enthusiasm with which students leave the institute
typically carries over into the fall school terms and the students' course work. Conferences during
the school year to publicize the program and recruit new students help reaffirm and sustain the
summer's enthusiasm. Additionally, ongoing peer relationships formed during the institute con-
tinue into the schoo: year and help sustain and further the program's benefits.

The most likely program change :s a strengthening of the career awareness and information
component. Career exploration and guidance software for the microcomputer may be added, and
more precise assessment inventories and in-depth occupational information are likely to be used
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Los Medanos
Community College

Pittsburg, California

Los Medanos Community College's 5,000 students range in age
from 17 to 70 Many vocational students are dislocated workers
returning to school for retraining and adults attending college for
the first time. As a result, many students are underprepared for col-
lege work. The tutorial program that has evolved at Los Medanos
since the late 1970s is specifically designed to strengthen the read-
ing and composition skills of these students

The program identifies underprepared students in both general
education and vocational courses and provides tutoring for them
The program utilizes a cross-curricular approach and builds upon
strong lines of communication that exist among the administration,

language arts faculty, and content faculty to assess and prescribe tutorial assistance in reading
and writing for all courses.

Program Development and Administration

In the mid-1970s, technical and occupational program instructors and language arts faculty
members became aware that deficiencies in reading and writing skills blocked students' progress
in their vocational preparation, contributed to high attrition from vocational courses, and were a
source of complaint and criticism from area employers who hired the college's students Addition-
ally, proficiency test requirements at that time, developed by the school's language arts faculty,
bore little relevancy to the students' occupational or vocational course work. As a result of these
concerns, the college administration initiated a special Tutorial Outreach Program designed to
strengthen students' reading and writing skills.

Under the Tutorial Outreach Program, the vocational faculty, with feedback and assistance
from the language arts instructors, developed tests of career-relevant reading and writing skills
Within the first 2 weeks of each semester, students in all general and vocational education courses
are screened, using the in-class tests. Each test consists of a short reading sample (selected from
course materials), a series of comprehension questions, and a question requiring a written
response. Instructors evaluate their students' performance. Students whose screening reveals
deficiencies are urged to work with a reading-writing tutor assigned to that specific course The
few students with severe literacy problems are referred for special in-depth testing and remedial
courses.

Currently, funding comes from vocational education legislation, the State's Extended Oppor-
tunities Programs and Services, and college operating funds. Staffing for the program includes the
following individuals:

Content instructors to provide leadership and training for tutors in content-specific
material

Lar.guage arts instructors to provide literacy, writing, and study skills training for tutors

Paraprofessionals to assist with record keeping, instructional assistance tasks, and mate-
rials preparation

Trained tutors
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Program Functions and Operation

Tutors who are selected by individual faculty members must recently have completed the
course for which they are tutoring, demonstrate strong reading and writing skills, and relate easily
to others Tutors are paid hourly wages and are trained under the guidance of the language arts
faculty.

Tutors help identify students' problems, and address tneir reading, writing, and study skill
needs as related to course requirements They also help students identify important information
from class lectures and discussions, gather information from course readings, and develop and
write college-level essays Additionally, cinder the guidance of language arts faculty, tutors assess
students' progress and develop individualized strategies for each student

Each of the 45 tutors works approximately 10 hours per week. They are hired to work specifi-
cally with students from a particular class, and the tutoring times are established according to
course needs and student availability For the vocational classes, tutoring typically occurs during
the extended laboratory periods and may be conducted one-on-one or in small groups. For those
rare instances when tutoring cannot be conducted during laboratory sessions, special arrange-
ments are made between the tutor and the student. Typically, the content faculty member meets
weekly with the tutor to plan the tutorial approach and discuss the tutee's progress.

All tutors enroll in a beginning or advanced training course in which they remain as long as
they continue tutoring for a total of 2 semesters. Typically, the first semester's training covers a
variety of tutoring techniques and interpersonal skills; developing sensitivities to special problems
and populations; and acquiring techniques for diagnosing and responding to reading, writing, and
study problems. Second semester training provides tutors with a series of training options learn-
ing disabilities, problem solving, processes of sciences, etc. A tutor can be upgraded to the level of
a Master tutor who engages in special projects and serves as an important resource for novice
tutors. The training process provides tutors with continuity and a sense of identity. During the
training classes, tutors also help one another solve mutual problems related to tutoring, develop
new tutorial approaches or strategies, and take care of ongoing program business.

The students to be tutored are referred by the content teachers. Although the college does not
make tutoring mandatory, many content teach s are so in favor of the process that they require
their students to spend time with the class tutor.

The instructors themselves are an important part of the tutoring process. In the early 1980s, all
vocational instructors were provided with an extensive inservice training program with the lan-
guage arts faculty to incorporate literacy training into the regular curriculum. They also learned to
work with and effectively use classroom tutors. The inservice training is repeated whenever a
number of new faculty members are hired. The ongoing presence of a tutor in the vocational class-
rooms and the students' improved performance resulting from the modified instructional tech-
niques and positive working relations between language arts and vocational staff, ensure that the
instructors continue to use the techniques learned from the inservice training.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

The program design includes an ongoing evaluation process that values an assessment of the
tutoring program, the tutor, the student receiving assistance, and the supportive training cur-
riculum. Tutors keep track of their own hours and provide weekly written summaries of tutoring
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accomplishments and tutee progress Also, as part of their training seminar, they make semester-
long plans for charting goals, objectives, and strategies, throughout the semester actual accomp-
lishments are compared to the plans. Novice tutors are evaluated at the beginning and end of each
semester by the content instructor, the language arts faculty, and the tutee. Advanced tutors are
evaluated at the end of each semester. With the aid of paraprofessionals, demographic and pro-
gram information (e.g., grade point averages and retention rates) is tracked and combined with the
information from tutor, tutee, and training curriculum assessments to determine the need for the
program changes. In conjunction with counseling and the registrar, a computerized system to
monitor tutor and students' progress has been developed.

There are also periodic research projects and program evaluations by the college's p-oject
management staff or third-party evaluators. Recently completed evaluations included an in-depth
survey of the vocational faculty's satisfaction with the program, students' satisfaction with the pro-
gram, and a year-long, in-depth evaluation of program effectiveness using control groups and
quantitative and qualitative data.

This model which integrates remedial and content instruction from the beginning of a stu-
dent's enrollment has shown to be effective. When compared to similar students who were not
tutored, the tutees showed the following-

Higher average grades

Less likelihood of dropping out

Greater gains in reading comprehension

Greater gains in writing performance

Improvement in reading, writing, and study skills

Greater gains in self-perceived improvement

Other perceived benefits to the college and students include the follo'.ving

Diagnostic and literacy materials specifically designed for vocational and technical occu-
pational fields

Content specialty teachers who are trained to teach reading and writing and direct,
encourage, supervise, and evaluate trained peer tutors

Greater communication and cooperation between the vocational and language arts
faculty and a notable improvement in interfaculty relationships

Better teaching by the faculty be -ause of the tutorial support

Tighter integration between students' academic goals and reading and writing
development

Specific components of the program ensures its a-ceptance and success. Both from a policy
and a practical perspective, the administration provides credibility for the program, and faculty
members follow the administration's tone. Other important program elements include a consoli-
dated operational budget that does not require categorical services for special population groups,
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an integrated approach to tutoring that involves training, coordination, and support for both
faculty and tutors, and a flexible model for delivering tutoring assistance with strategies based on
tutee needs.

Anticipated program changes include naming a coordinator to be responsible for interviewing
and hiring tutors and to oversee the day-to-day operations of the program Faculty will still be able
to designate their own tutors, but the coordinator will work closely with them. Other expected
changes include the following.

Consolidating language arts tutoring program, and training with tutoring programs in
math and science

Refining and again offering the instructors' inservice training

Developing criteria for evaluating potential tutors' writing skills

Tightening the referral system for students needing assistance

Expanding the number of tutors and the number of hours available for tutoring

Publicizing the program and its benefits more widely among the student body

Providing inservice training for the college's part-time faculty

Establishing an ongoing record-keeping system

Establishing a standing committee to assist in tutor training, setting program policies,
advising the tutor coordinator, and working with faculty from all curricular areas
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City College of San
Frandsco Tutorial
Assistance Program

Son Frandsco,
California
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City College of San Francisco began a small tutorial program in
the 1960s. In 1979, comprehensive tutorial services were developed
and housed with other learning resources in an area designated as
the Study Center. In addition to tutorial services, components of the
Study Center include reading and writing labs, study skills classes,
and the Center of Independent Learning (COIL) which is a special
library collection of self-paced, programmed instructional material
and hand-out guides for improving study habits, test taking, and
proficiency in subject areas and supplementary texts.

City College of San Francisco uses one pool of tutors to imple-
ment three distinctive tutorial services based upon different funding

sources, goals, and guidelines. The three tutorial services are campuswide tutoring, the Extended
Opportunities Program tutorial component, and services for vocational education students. A
three-step process is used to determine the category of tutorial services a student receives: a writ-
ten application, interview, and review and classification of the application by statistical clerks.
Monitoring and documentation required by different funding services have resulted in the devel-
opment of a computer organized management system for recordkeeping and audit trails.

Monitoring of special services for vocational students is done by clerical staff under the super-
vision of the program director. Once a vocational student ha,* been identified, a tutor is given an
assessment form to determine the tutee's academic and basic skills. If the tutor determines there is
a need for more than I hour of tutoring, a referral is made '.^ the coordinator, who, with the tutor,
determines appropriate additional services, which may include a second hour of tutoring, referral
to the writing and/or reading labs, and use of COIL material or computer-assisted tutoring

As a result of this assessment process, the Academic Basic Skills Computer Assisted Tutorial
(ABCT) project was developed to provide intensive tutoring in grammar, spelling, mechanics of
English, arithmetic, and algebra. Vocational Education Act (VEA) funds were used to purchase six
Apple Ile computers and basic skills software that clusely relate to the Study Center's diagnostic
prescriptive approach to tutoring. Tutors are trained to select software appropriate for the tutee's
level and monitor their progress.

In recognition that many vocational students major in fields that complement their preferred
sensory learning mode (i.e., auditory, visual, or tactile) but have trouble in academic courses that
require different sensory input, tutors are trained to administer the Learning Styles Inventory and
use multisensory methods to tutor vocational students.

Other special services for vocational students include small-group, subject-specific tutorials
for limited English-proficient students to improve oral and written communication Subject areas
include data processing, computer vooramming, accounting, allied health, and medical
technology.

Program Development and. Administration

Tutorial assistance, with the exception of that provided for laboratory practica, and classroom-
based tutoring are offered at a central campus location. For all but a small number of English con-
versational group tutorials, tutoring is one-on-one. Although both drop-in and matched (or
scheduled) tutoring are available, the former has been declining recently because of budget cut-
backs. Tutoring sessions occur in a large, open room that also houses the program director's
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office, the ABCT program, and the COIL materials. The staff includes a full-time director one
secretary, a library technician, statistical clerks, and paraprofessional aides for ABCT The col-
lege's Diagnostic Learning .,enter is nearby, and the program staff collaborate with those who
direct the reading, writ';ig, and math labs and programs for the learning disabled and
handicapped.

Funding comes from a combination of sources, including the Federal Vocational Education
Act, California's Extended Opportunity Programs and Services legislation, and college operational
funds. Based on 1984-85 data, the number of tutors ranged from 55 to 75, and 1,100 VE A-funded
tutees were served for a total of 8,000 contract hours

Program Functions and Operation

Tutor recruitment begins the first day of school. Recruitment sources include returning tutors,
students recommended by faculty, and students transferring from other institutions. For the last
group, a department chairperson evaluates the student's ability to tutor in a specific subject Other
potential tutors must have completed the course for which they plan to tutor with an A or B.

Potential tutors are interviewed and screened by the program director. Selection criteria
include communication and interpersonal skills, verbal and listening abilities, flexibility, resource-
fulness, patie ice, and firmness. During the interview, tutorial responsibilities and program expec-
tations are discussed.

,li first-time tutors are required to enroll in a credit-granting, semester-long training seminar
that covers all program procedures and forms, diagnostic and assessment techniques, varying
tutorial approaches, study skills, exam preparation, and evaluation procedures. Specially devel-
oped video- and aud'otapes and four instructional modules form the core training materials The
tutors are trained to integrate microcomputer and COIL resource materials into their regular tutor-
ial approaches and are expected to prepare sample instructional materials to use with their tutees

Students seeking assistance either refer themselves to the center or are referred by a faculty
member. They are matched at the center with a tutor on the basis of the course and available time
When no tutor is available, the program director attempts to recruit one; if unable to find one, the
director tries to make special arrangements with a faculty member or a paraprofessional to assist
the student. The tutee's name is given to the tutor, who initiates a contact for an initial meeting
The length of the tutoring relationship is not prescribed; however, a semester-long period is
encouraged. One hour of tutoring per week is common for general academic students. Vocational
students may receive 2 hours per subject. All tutees sign a contract (not legally binding) that
details their responsibilities and stipulates that they will complete an evaluation form upon with-
drawing from the program.

Tutors are paid, receive academic credit, or volunteer, and they are expected to spend outside
time in preparation for each session. Sessions themselves typically last for an hour. When tutees
need more intensive assistance, appropriate referrals are made with the help of the program's
director. The rare problems that arise between tutor and student are handled by the program's
director.

Each tutor is encouraged to contact a student's instructor for information about specific learn-
ing difficulties and instructional approaches. The actual tutoring sessions closely follow the stu-
dent's daily classroom work and instructional materials. At the end of each tutoring session, the
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tutor writes a brief summary of accomplishments and objectives These records, along with
attendance logs and evaluations, track individual students' progress and document overall pro-
gram performance.

Program Evaluat!on and Improvement

Extensive program record:, are kept. Because most information is computerized, updating and
tracking are relatively easy. In addition to required paperwork for the funding bodies, evalua#ions
are conducted of the rrogatm, the tutors, and the (ABCT) component of the program. Tutors are
evaluated by program staff end by each student they help, a id tutees are assessed by their tutors
throughout the semester. The program itself is examined in terms of staff, the tutorial experience,
materials, supplemental learning services, and needed changes The computer component is
examinedits hardware, software, staff, and influence on a student's overr_11 course work.

The p lgram staff perceive their program tc, be strong and successful. The following elements
have been identified as accounting for the success:

A stringent tutor selection process

Intensive tutor inservice training

The COIL resource center with its suppleme..cary learning and instructional resources for
both tutors and tutees

Friendly, helpful staff who are attuned to tutees' needs

A director sensitive to students' cultural and ethnic differences

A dirt .tor with faculty status

Faculty recognition of the tutoring program

The program's physical facil tiestutoring space, the COIL resource certer, and the
ABCTall housed in close, proximity, thus encouraging tutors to use then in their tutor-
ing sessions

The program's physical location near the college's learning laboratory and diagnostic
center, thus facilitating collaboration and coordination of all programs

A variety of positive outcomes for participants fug (her demonstrate the success of the program

Tutors have gained self-respect.

Tutees have benefited from increased confidence anu better grades

Tutees have gotten jobs because of the computer skills they learned in the ABCT
component.

Tutees have impro, ed their current job performance

Tutors have been accepted iro 4-year colleges
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Several program changes are anticipated in the near future, incluoing the following

Upgrading the rigor of the yearly evaluations

Expanding resources to permit more drop-in tutoring

Promoting more coordination with vocational faculty through use of a tutorial referral
form

Adding computer software for study skills inventory, and textbooks readability analysis

Adding special, occupational, employment-related, and English-as-a-second-language
software
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401=1RtIp Waukesha Technical Institute, a 2-year postsecondary school,
has over 30,000 students. A majority are older or returning adult
students, about 10,500 are enrolled in vocational-technical certifi-
cate and degree programs, and 18,600 are in occupational skill
upgrading programs. Housed in the Educational Resource Center,
the peer tutoring program is one of several learning support services
offered to students through a program known as The Learning
Place. The overall goal of The Learning Place is to provide all stu-
dents and the general public with a place to review, relearn, or
improve basic academic skills and to strengthen student perfor-
mance in college course work. Accordingly, the following services
have been developed:

Waukesha County
Teo mica! Institute

Pewaukee, Wisconsin

Peer tutoring

Diagnostic testing

Instruction in reading, writing, and mathematics

Textbook readability analysis

Assistance in completing high school diplomas

Special instruction and assistance for students with handicaps or learning disabilities

Peer tutors are neither expected nor trained to diagnose student learning problems, conduct
in-depth English-as-a-second-language (ESL) tutoring, or provide supplemental support for the
learning disabled or handicapped students. The tutor is, however, exposed to the full range of
Learning Place services and is trained to know when and how to make appropriate referrals when
tutees need such help. The close physical proximity of a I program components at The Learning
Place means a high degree of coordination and collaboration among staff

Program Development and Administration

The peer tutoring program at Waukesha Technical I nstithte has been evolving for about 5
years. The school's Learning Place staff realized that returning and older adult students often
needed supplementary support to complete their college work successfully Consequently, the
program was designed to strengthen students' study habits, promote their independence as adult
learners, and provide time for individualized assistance that was not possible in the classroom
setting.

A strong emphasis is placed on gearing the program to learner independence and adhering to
the idea of temporary supplemental tutorial support. Students who need assistance are encour-
aged to seek tutoring, and the expectation is that tutees will be responsible for their own progress
and learning.

The peer tutoring program is designed to be flexible, informal, and uncomplicated. The tutor-
ing role itself is very content-specific. The staff's attitude is that the college has hired competent
instructional and counseling staff, and, consequently, tutors are not to assume roles of counselors
or instructors. Rather, tutors are the ones who can break course material down to the level of the
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tutee's understanding and overcome the impersonal distance that frequently arises between stu-
dent and instructor in a large classroom setting.

The peer tutoring program employs approximately 40 paid tutors and is coordinated by a full-
time instructor, who reports to the academic support manager of the college's Division of Student
Instructional Development. The instructor interviews and hires the tutors, oversees the program's
necessary paperwork and budget, conducts inservice training for the tutors, provides overall guid-
ance and establishes policies for the tutoring program, maintains liaison relationships with college
faculty, and works cooperatively with other Learning Place staff to develop an integrated array of
special services for students.

The tutoring sessions are held at The Learning Place, a large, open, well-lit space in a modern
structure that also houses he library. Most tutoring occurs at tables and chairs in the open space,
however, a number of small, individualized carrels exist for tutoring that calls for quieter converse-
Von or extended concentration. To accommodate the many students who also work, The Learning
Place is open 12 hours a day during the week.

Because the tutoring area is located near the library and the computer-assisted instructional
area, additional instructional resources beyond classroom materials are easily accessible and
there is easy physical access to other Learning Place staff and services.

Provram Functions and Operation

The effort to recruit tutors begins in the fall semester. Memos are sent to all instructional staff
asking them to recommend and refer qualified students and indicating the availability of tutorial
services. In addition, advertisements for tutors are distributed around the campus.

Potential tutors are given a very brief initial interview when they receive their application mate-
rials to explain the general program, responsibilities, and expectations. Basic qualifications for
tutors include current enrollment, successful completion with an A or B in the course for which
they wish to tutor, and a recommendation from a faculty member.

The program coordinator personally contacts the faculty references for specific information
about the tutors' interpersonal communication and helping skills. Then the potential tutors are
interviewed in depth by the coordinator. Emphasis is placed on the potential tutors' overall atti-
tudes, ideas about their education's value, and personal goals The coordinator takes notice of
whether the students have reviewed and are prepared to discuss tutorial strategies, learning tech-
niques, and other technical information that was included with the application materials. Final
hiring decisions are based on the interview, the faculty recommendation, and students' demonstra-
tion of responsibility and commitment. Tutors are paid and are considered to be college
employees.

Tutors are given one formal, paid, inservice training session each semester to review program
procedures, required paperwork, and evaluation practices. Additionally, attention is given to the
actual tutoring process and to specific tutorial techniques. Handouts and reading materials are
provided on topics such as student learning styles, tips for subject-specific tutoring, a tutor job
description, guidelines for providing positive reinforcement, and ways of asking questions to
trigger a tutee's thinking. Although attendance at this inservice training session is not mandated
for experienced tutors, it is encouraged for new tutors.
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Because tutors have already taken the courses for whch they tutor, minimal outside prepara-
tion is required They are expected to have reviewed the material and to bn responsive to each
tutee's needs Tutors are also urged to contact a tutee's Instructor for additional handouts or study
guides.

In addition to the inservice, each tutor meets privately with the program coordinator twice dur-
ing the semester. The coordinator conducts an informal evaluation, discusses the tutee's progress.
and explores solutions to problems that may have arisen Throughout the semester, the program
coordinator informally monitors the tutoring process and is available to provide ongoing advice or
assistance.

The students who seek assistance either come in on their own or are referred by an instructor
Tutor and tutee matches are made on the basis of subject matter and schedules. When tutees
come to The Learning Place, they are given a list of subjects available for tutoring and a tutor's
name and telephone number. A tutee then initiates a contact with the tutor at home, and together
they establish a schedule for the tutoring and make arrangements to meet at The Learning Place
Program staff feel that having the tutees initiate the contact forces them to take some responsibil-
ity for their own learning. If the initial match is not successful in terms of schedules, the student is
given the name of another tutor Only mien a tutor or tutee requests a change does the staff Inter-
vene. If serious problems do arise with a tutor, program staff simply stop referring tutees to that
individual.

Most tutoring sessions are one-on-one, although, for introductory courses, a tutor may work
with two or three students together. A student can have more than one tutor; for example, a tutor
may be needed in a general education course and in a vocational content area Although the tutor-
ing sessions themselves last only for 1 hour, there is no fixed number of sessions that a tutee can
or must receive. Tutees may withdraw from tutoring when personal objectives are met.

When tutees enter the program, the program coordinator talks informally with them to get an
idea of the basic problems Then, after the first tutoring session, the coordinator meets with the
tutor to review problems and discuss an approach. Often, by this time the tutor has also spoken
with a tutee's instructor abcut learning needs The coordinator uses all this information to decide
whether the tutee needs additional assistance from other services offered at The Learning Place

Program Evaluation and Improvement

The college's peer tutoring program staff try to limit paperwork and formal evaluations to that
required by funding agencies and needed for program monitoring. Included are a standard
employment application for the college, a nonbinding agreement between the tutor and program
staff that delineates responsibilities for each party, a tutee attendance form, and a tutor log.

The required tutee and tutor forms together are useful for cross checking tutors' hours for
payroll records, obtaining reimbursement from funding bodies, and charting tutee progress The
tutor log is perhaps the most important inbt'iment for charting tutee progress, it must be filled out
for every session and provides specific information on the instructional objectives, materials, and
tutorial strategies used.

Tutors receive formal t. uations each semester from the coordinator, who asks each tutor to
fill out a self-evaluation form ..ad each tutee to respond to an evaluative questionnaire about the
tutor. Using the two responses, the coordinator holds discussions with ndividual tutors to examine
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strengths, weaknesses, and recommended changes More important, however, is the coordinator's
ability to observe casually (and critically) the day-to-day tutoring activities This built-in evaluation
mechanism allows problems to be caught early and resolved quickly.

The fact that the majority of the students are adults also provides an internal monitoring
mechanism. Most of the students hold outside jobs and need to maximize their study time Conse-
quently, the tutees tend to be extremely demanding and vocal about the quality of the tutoring ser-
vice they receive.

There are several factors that are crucial to the success of the peer tuturing program at
Waukesha

Strong faculty supportIn tutor recruitment, tutee selection, and the development of spe-
cial learning resource materials, faculty are approached in a positive manner that neither
threatens nor alienates them.

A talented, flexible coordinatorThe coordinator has formed good relationships with
faculty, promoted the program among college administrators, and provided positive lead-
ership for the tutors and tutees.

Carefully screened, dependable, hardworking tutorsTutors have been chosen who have
superior skills. Continuing faculty support frequently has been sustained on the basis of
well-chosen tutors.

Clear expectations for the tutorsClear expectations have been translated into effective
screening criteria, which in turn have influenced tutor recruitment

Few restrictions for adult studentsProgram credibility among students has been impor-
tant for program survival The program has been designed to meet the unique needs and
schedules of adult students who also hold jobs.

Other factors that contribute to the success of a program sucn as Waukesha's include the
proximity to and integration with other services such as those offered at The Learning Place, a
strong public relations effort, the atmosphere of the facility where the actual tutoring takes place,
the space and layout of the tutoring area, and the accessibility of the facility to the student
population.

Waukesha's program has achieved successes. The program's services are heavily utilized and
contribute to student retention, and, program completions. Tutors and tutees alike have reported
increased confidence and self-esteem. Instructors have indicated a greater awareness of students
with special needs and a security in knowing that they can help these students achieve if they work
together with tutors and program staff at The Learning Place. Faculty, student tutors, and tutees
have suggested that they have overcome social and attitudinal barriers toward others of different
ages, sexes, or races as a result of the peer tutoring program.

For the immediate future, the peer tutoring program at Waukesha faces little change There
are plans for a greater public relations effort among faculty, students, and administration 3ad for
further building of cooperation and coordination among Learning Place staff
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The peer tutoring program at Gateway Technical Institute is one
of several developmental learning resource services for students at
the institute's GOAL Tutoring Center. These free services, including
content tutoring in various courses, study skills assistance, reading
and math placement tests, and make-up tests for some classes, are
used by approximately 1,500 students a year. Noncredit develop-
mental courses to help students build or refresh their basic skills are
also available for a small fee in four areasreading, mathematics,
communications, and spelling and vocabulary building.

Radne, Wisconsin*

Gateway Technical
Institute

Returning adults comprise a majority of the student population
Consequently, the peer tutoring program is directed toward this population. The program is
staffed by professional teachers and nonprofessional tutors under the coordinator of the GOAL
center. The professional teacher and GOAL Center coordinator together are responsible for inte-
grating the peer tutoring program with other GOAL center services and for tailoring it to the needs
of Gateway's adult student population.

Program Development and Administration

The peer tutoring program provides remedial as well as enrichment tutorial assistance. Many
of the college's returning adult students have adequate academic skills but lack the confidence in
their own skills or the experience that shows them that they can perform adequately. For these
students, the tutoring program is a source of sup art and guidance, especially during the first
semester, when college work appears to be overwhelming.

The program has been designed to provide short- and long-term tutorial assistance Long-
term objectives include improving students' overall performance and study habits, increasing stu-
dent retention, and strengthening students' self-concept and academic independence. Shorter
term objectives include helping students with immediate homework assignments, special class
projects, and test preparation.

Tutorial services are offered on a drop-in basis. Schedules show when tutoring for specific
subjects is available However, individual matching between one tutor and one tutee is not com-
mon. The professional teacher coordinates the schedule and maintains as much of a balance as
possible between demand for and the supply of available tutors Special schoduling arrangements
can be made for students who request tutoring in uncommon classes or IA ate not available dur-
ing the center's scheduled hours.

A primary objective of the program is to maintain and reinforce the idea of the student as an
independent, adult learner. Therefore, most of the responsibility for seeking and getting assistance
falls on the tutee. Program staff perceive that many of the adult students, especially those who are
retraining for new occupations, need to stretch themselves and gain experience interacting with
people who are different from themselves; the drop-in, nonmatching approach forces tutees to do
this. Program staff alsc feel that an unmatched situation, in which the tutee must relate to different
tutors over time, is less likely to foster dependency.

'Gateway Institute has three separate campusesRacine. Elkhorn and Kenosha, Wisconsin This site visit reflects the peer
tutoring program at the Racine campus The program is very similar to those at the other two campuses
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The tutoring sessions occur in an open classroom setting located in the GOAL center There
are some developmental study aid resources available for the tutees (e g , programmed instruction
material for math, English, and communication skills) Tutors are familiar with these resources and
utilize them when appropriate, and they also are aware of various services available through the
GOAL center and make referrals when necessary.

The program is funded from college and district operating money and Federal funds Tutors
are paid the minimum hourly wage.

Program Functions and Operation

Tutors for Gateway's peer tutoring program are usually recruited by faculty members, word-
of-mouth advertising, or through the college's work-study program. Others are returning tutors or
former tutees. The professional teacher and the GOAL Center coordinator usually interview all
new, potential tutors, focusing on motivations for tutoring, personal expectations, eventual goals,
attitudes, ability to work with educationally disadvantaged students, and the specific subjects for
which they want to tutor. In addition, the professional or the GOAL Center coordinator checks
with faculty members regarding the students' communication skills, knowledge of subject matter,
and patterns of interacting with other students. Tutors must have a minimum overe grade point
average of 2.2 and preferably (but not necessarily) have completed the course for which they are
tutoring Although important, the grade point average matters less than communication and inter-
personal skills.

Students can tutor in as many subject areas as they are qualified in and for the number of
hours they wish as long as their own work does not suffer. Some limitations arise because of
budget constraints, the number of tutors needed for a specific subject area, and (for work -study
tutors) the number of hours they are permitted to work.

The professional teacher who supervises the program does not hold a preservice orientation
session for the tutors, but the tutors receive a handbook that offers general tutoring tips and sug-
gestions for the intital tutoring session. Two or three weeks into the semester, the professional
teacher holds a combined orientation and inservice training session. By this time, tutors have had
the opportunity to meet with tutees and experience some of the difficulties that may arise in a
tutoring si'uation. It has been found that the tutors make better use of the information about tutor-
ing do's and don'ts, tutoring techniques, professionalism, and problem areas in tutor-tutoe rela-
tionships after they have had this experience. Beyond the initial training session, the professional
teacher provides individualized guidance to the tutors, and tutors assist each other informally with
suggestions and new ideas.

Tutors typically are not required to interact with the tutee's instructor. From discussions with
the tutee, the tutor must determine the instructor's overall approach and follow that as closely as
possible. At times, faculty members who are supportive of the tutoring center concept v'sit the
center to acquaint themselves with tutors and to provide extra materials or handouts. If a tutor
does assist a tutee in a lab setting or in a hands-on, equipment-related situation, interaction and
coordination with the instructor is necessary.

Most tutees come to the tutoring center through faculty referral. Others are referred by other
students or counselors or show up voluntarily. Some instructors invite the teacher supervising the
program into their classes or bring the whole class to the tutoring center at t"e first of the semes-
ter to inform students about the availability of tutoring services and other services at the GOAL
Center.
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Although tutees are responsible for seeking their own help, the type of tutorial assistance they
receive is a responsibility shared with the tutor. Tutors are not trained to diagnose student prob-
lems. However, they are able to distinguish between students needing tutorial help and those
needing more in-depth educational development assistance. Those needing more help are referred
to other service components within the GOAL center or to the college's Adult Basic Education
Program.

The length of the actual tutoring session is 1 hour, and tutors are not required to spend time
outside the tutoring session preparing special materials for the tutees. Students may visit the cen-
ter periodically for assistance with homework, special projects, or tests. However, regular use of
the tutorial service which improves class performance and study habits, is encouraged for all
tutees. Although most tutoring occurs on a one-to-one basis, tutees do have the option of forming
study groups with a tutor if they feel this will be helpful.

The center teacher supervising the program is responsible for ensuring an adequate supply of
tutors to meet tutee requests and must use anticipatory planning and information from previous
years' experience. The individual must be aware of new programs on campus. When student tutors
cannot be found, a course instructor with a light teaching load or a lab technician may be asked to
tutor. The professional teacher must also be able to anticipate the flow of tutees through the cen-
ter during the semester. Larger numbers of students seek help just before the midterm and final
exams; therefore budget levels and numbers of tutors have to be paced accordingly.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

Aside from required paperwork for funding bodies 1;.: g., attendance and payroll records), no
structwed, formal evaluation is conducted of the peer t oring program. However, the center
teacher does observe the tutors and the tutee3 regularly And considers their comments regarding
the program's performance and direction. The professional teacher supervising the tutoring pro-
gram is also evaluated annually by the GOAL Center's coordinator. This evidence suggests that
the program has grown, gained respect, and benefits all participants.

Tutors gain valuable, paid work experience, and the program provides them with a letter of
recommendation for their personnel files. Additionally, many tutors suggest that their patience,
interpersonal skills, and academic performance have improved as a result of tutoring. Other bene-
fits include extended friendships and greater self-esteem.

Tutees improve their grades, are encouraged to stay in school, receive support from tutees
with whom they share problems, and increase their number of friends and social experiences.

The program itself has gained acceptance since its beginning. Initially, some instructors felt
threatened by the program or did not recognize its benefits, however, the professionalism and
responsibility shown by the coordinator and tutors have alleviated the concerns.

The greatest difficulty facing the program is being flexible enough to provide tutorial services
when students are available. The adult students at the institute often work during the day and have
household responsibilities in the evenings. Consequently, students availability for tutoring is
limited and irregular and it is difficult to adapt tutoring hours to their schedules. For the immediate
future, the Institute is planning to ease the scheduling problem by offering 30-hour study skills
classes for students. This effort will be complementary to the peer tutoring program
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The effectiveness of the program has been built over several years Among th, factors that
have made the program effective are the commitment of the staff, their awareness of adult stu-
dents' needs, and the program's professional teacher, and the GOAL Center coordinator who are
capable of coordinating and interacting with both instructors and the college administration
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FIE=M1
Mesa Community
College

Mesa, Arizona

The peer tutoring program at Mesa Community College is one
of a variety of student support services offered through the college's
Learning Center. Because of the association with the center, the
tutoring program has access to arid receives benefit from the cen-
ter's diagnostic services, basic skills training that is individualized
and computer-based, and programs for improving study skills and
reading and writing. Similarly, the center's other programs have
access to peer tutors. The peer tutoring program offers stuoents
help with content-specific instructional support skills and
strengthens their motivation.

The program offers tutorial assistance for both specialized
technical or occupational skill training and general education courses. Strong coordination is
maintained with the college faculty. Also, the staff members have formed links with many of the
college's operational departments and are involved in community outreach efforts to special popu-
lation groups and potential students. From these efforts, the program has gained strong adminis-
trative support and college-wide credibility.

Program Development and Administration

Mesa's peer tutoring program began as a small, independent tutorial service designed pr:mar-
ily for veterans in need of assistance in developing basic skills and completing high school
equivalencies. At the outset of its affiliation with the Learning Center, the program was a drop-in
service open daily from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Appointments for tutoring were made by telephone,
and little effort was made to interest students in using the program to improve their overall aca-
demic performance. Typically, help was sought for a particular homework assignment or for last
minute exam preparation. Most tutorial material used during the early period consisted of answer
keys provided by faculty members. The result was that students had answers to homework
assignments but failed exams. Consequently, the faculty questioned the value of the program.

Program modifications have reversed most of these earlier practices and greatly strengthened
program performance. The tutoring program now is open daily from 10:00 a m. to 8:00 p.m., and all
appointments must be scheduled personally and in advance with the program's receptionist. The
tutoring staff discusses tutoring needs and concerns with faculty members; a way is then found to
address these needs, particularly in instances requiring in-class tutoring. The tutorial approach
and resources utilized are no longer oriented toward giving students quick and easy answers

The tutoring program is being reiocated to a large facility in a separate wing of the library,
making the tutoring program more visible and accessible to students. However, the staff members
feel that the relocation may have a positive impact on students' willingness to acknowledge a need
for help.

The program's current philosophy is definitely to create independent learners and provide
students with tools to succeed academically. The tutoring component of the Learning Center is
staffed with a full-time coordinator and a student receptionist in shifts. The coordinator is part of,
and actively involved with, the Learning Center staff. The primary tutoring materials are the tutees'
books and class handouts, and the budget and resources for running the tutorial center are
included it the Learning Center's overall budget.
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Program Functions and Operation

Tutors are recruited from across the campus through the use of brochures, word-of-mouth,
instructor referrals, and other publicity campaigns that Learning Center staff conduct Potential
tutors must fill out an application and be interviewed by the program coordinator They must have
earned at least a B in the course for wh ch they wish to tutor and have good interpersonal and
communication skills. Faculty recomrr3ndations and approval are required for all tutors

Tutors are provided with an initial orientation and ongoing training and feedback during the
semester(s) they tutor. The type of orientation and the frequency with which regular assistance is
offered depend upon their needs. The orientation covers program expectations and procedures.
basic tutoring strategies, and information about how to diagnose tutee needs and conduct tutoring
sessions. Typically, during a tutor's first semester of tutoring, regular feedback is provided by the
coordinator once every 3 weeks. Subsequent feedback and individualized inservice assistance is
provided on an as-needed basis.

Tutees usually come for help either on their own initiative or at a faculty member's suggestion
When they refer students, faculty members are asked to make recommendations about students'
needs. Tutors make basic decisions about learning needs of students who have referred them-
selves and whether other Learning Center services are necessary. Adeitionally, the program coor-
dinator interviews tutees to obtain diagnostic information. When other Learning Center
components are used, a complete diagnosis is made of the student's difficulties, and appropriate
remedial efforts to be used along with tutoring are prescribed

Tutoring sessions typically last 1 hour, and each tutee may receive 2 hours of free tutoring per
subject per week. Tutors are guaranteed at least 3 hours of tutoring per week and are paid an
hourly wage. Matching, when it does occur, is usually on the basis of tutor and tutee schedules.
Also, tutees may request a specific tutor. Although most tutoring is one-to-one, small group tutor-
ing is possible. Tutors andlutees share the tutoring responsibility. The tutee is an active partici-
pant in deciding the direction of the tutoring session and the skills that are to be strengthened The
tutee is to come to the sessions prepared to work, and cancellations without notice on either side
are grounds for dismissal from the program.

Tutors often continue to tutor for more than one semester and tutees often become tutors
Tutees can seek assistance for as long as necessary and as long as a tutor is available. Recently,
Learning Center staff reviewed the tutoring program and made a decision not to offer tutoring for
the highest level courses. Consequently, more resources a' available for the entry- and mid-level
courses, for which there was a greater demand for tutorinc, tudents from higher level courses
who desire special assistance typically make special arrange. ,nts through the instructor.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

The peer tutoring program at Mesa is a student-driven program The staff regularly conducts
formal and informal evaluations; formal research has been conducted using program statistics,
and an annual program review has been completed.

Every 3 weeks, an evaluation including state observations and tutee reviews is delivered to the
tutors in the form of individualized feedback or informal training for improved methods
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The program itself is evaluated at least once each year by the faculty, the college administra-
tion, and counselors Their ratings and comments are used both to evaluate the program and to
make program changes

The program staff monitors program performance ir, order to make changes and document
successes for the purpose of obtaining administrative support, applying for special grants, and
justifying periodic expansion plans. The monitoring results are also used to conduct particular
resEarch projects (e.g , determining the factors that influence tutor and tutee success)

In addition to the more structured evaluation and monitoring efforts, the staff also has estab-
lished an informal information network established with the faculty that provides ongoing feed-
back on program performance and college-wide visibility and credibility for the progrhm. Such
efforts have resulted in invitations to apply for special project funding through a specific college
department and in the college president's crediting the program with at east part of the school's
recently increased retention rate i.e., 36 percent higher.

On the basis of their experience, the peer tutoring staff suggest attention to efforts such as the
following for a successful program:

Begin a new program as a small effort and build gradually Demonstrate success, and
then build and expand upon it

Never forget to involve the faculty, and realize that their participation will have to be devel-
oped in stages.

Do not ,gnore the needs of students who are disabled or have developmental problems
These are the students whose problems the faculty have the most difficult time handling
The tutoring center is a logical and positive location for a;ding such students

Never ignore staff people such as bookstore managers, bookstore and mailroom clerks,
switchboard operators, and staff secretaries. They are also referral agents and can make a
crucial difference in the progrEim's success.

Do not ask for toc much from the administration or faculty at first, or expect immediate,
acceptance Acceptance and credibility will come with experience.

Consciously build links with and become advocates for student and communRy grcups
(e.g , returning women, and displaced workers) Such efforts will make the program more
responsive to students' needs and will lead tc eater campus-wide acceptance and
credibility.

Publi:ize the program by creatino bnd distrbuting brochures, speaking at student orten-
tatior programs, appearing at faculty meetings, and so forth.

P"9 program is establishing goals and directions for the future. Foremost among the efforts is
adji king to the new, expanded program size and location. Also, program staff are attempting to
intLgrate tutoring more closely with other instructional technology. Microcomputer technology is
already beir 1Sed in several Learning Center components. If instructors develop tutoring soft-
ware for their cc urses, perhaps tutoring assistance can be extended to the higher level courses
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El Camino Community College offers a variety of tutorial ser-

vices. The peer tutoring program's Learning Resource Center offers
the most general and comprehensive array of tutoring Specialized
tutoring is also available through the college's specific academic
departments, the English-as-a-second-language (ESL) and
vocational-English-as-a-second-language (VESL) programs, the
writing and reading labs, several student service organizations, and
the Extended Opportunities and Program Services (EOPS) program
for disadvantaged students. At present, there is no strong coordina-
tion between the ESL and VESL tutoring center and the peer tutor-
ing program. However, referrals and supplementary instructional

. resources are available to peer tutoring clients. Each lutorial service
typically has its own tutor selection criteria and pay scale for tutors However, the goal of improv-
ing student academic performance and strengthening overall learning skills unifies all the services

El Camino Community
College

Torrence, California

Program Development and Administration

The peer tutoring program goals are to provide individualized academic help, help students
succeed in their college courses, reduce dropouts and improve retention, help students develop
self-direction and confidence, and foster a sense of campus community among students The tutor
and tutee meet to work on specific learning problems and also general educational problems that
the tutee has.

The librarian is in charge of the tutoring facility, and the program itself is directed by a pro-
gre.m coordinator. Most tutoring sessions, in all but laboratory courses, occur at the Learning
Resource Center, located in the library basement in a large, open space shared with the computer
assistance center. Other instructional equipment and resources are easily accessible and strategi-
cally located nearby. The computer assistance center contains learning development software and
courseware developed by the college faculty. Tutors ara trained to integrate these various
resources into their regular tutoring strategies.

Basic tutoring materials typically consist of a course syllabus and the required text. Often, 3S a
result of tutor-faculty meetings, additional handouts and old tests are available for use with tutees
The program's facilities are used by approximately 1,100 students per semester, 300 are offered
one-on-one, scheduled tutoring, and 800 receive drop-in assistance.

Program Functions and Operation

Tutors for the program are recruited from faculty recommendations, word-of-mouth campus
publicity and brochures, and the ranks of former tutees. Tutor selection criteria inclulc. ..-;,,inpletion
with an A or B in the course for which tutoring is to be provided, a certificate of recommendation
signed by the course instructor, grade slips proving course completion, and an ability to relate well
with other students. Beyond these criteria, final selection is based upon the number of tutoring
requests in specific subject areas, the tutor's commitment to the program's purpose, prior tutoring
experience, and the ability to relate to students from diverse ethnic backgrour0:, Returning tutors
who have served successfully are given priority. The decision to hire a tutor is based on an inter-
view with the tutoring program coordinator and a review of the required faculty recomme;-.dations
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Once selected, a tutor is designated as either a tutor intern with no expe:ience or a qualified
peer tut-r. The two categories carry separate responsibilities and pay rates To become a fully
qualified tutor and be eligible for a higher salary, the intern must do the following:

Work successfully as an intern tutoring no fewer than three tutees for a period of one
semester

Work successfully as an intern for at least a total of 100 hours

Miss no more than one tutorial meeting during a semester

Complete all required inservice training and have the training validated by the tutoring
program director

Training for tutors ! jir s with an in-depth orientation to the program, its goals, required
paperwork, and tuts . j center procedures. An overview of the college's learning center resources
and student services is provideu so that tutors can make effective referrals to tutees needing addi-
tional help. Tutors are provided with a handbook chat serves as a reinforcement to the orientation
discLissiorr , offers general tutoring tips an,' techniques, and helpful strategies, and describes
common pitfalls. Beyond the orientation, -riodic inservice tr..ining is offered in learning styles,
varieties of effective tutoring strategies, and general improvement of learning and study skills. To
enhance tho inservice training the college's learninp resource and !nettle muter have developed
indiqidualized audintapes for the tutors .n addition, the program director observes and
regularly monitors tut'''. performance. When tutors' skills need to be strengthened, individualized
help is given.

Tutees come to the center both on a self-referral basis ar., at the recommendation of a faculty
member. Although most tutees need to strengthen academic performance in a specific subject
area, occasionally help is Os° needed with general reading and writing skills. Additionally, some
tutees simply lack self-confidence in approaching a particular subject.

Students who request tutorial assistance must fill out a tutee application form and have the
instructor complete an instructor recommendatic.. form. The tutee form asks for demographic
data to assist in determining eligibility* and in assigning and scheduling .utors and tutees.

xcept for special cases, tutees may receive 3 free hours of tutoring per week. Studer, s who
need tutoring in more than one subject :::rea must decide how to distribute the allocated tutoring
time. The responsibility for contacting tutors and arranging appointments rests with the tutees,
who must make requests within a reasonable amount of time or their applications will be place.; in
the inactive file.

Tutoring sessions typically last about 45 minutes. The tutors are not trained to diagnose a
tutee's learning level; however, tutors may take advantage of the college's diagnostic services to
help them determine a tutee's skill level and learning style. Additionally, the tutees themselves fill
out a self-assessnient study questionnaire, which helps tutors choose and plan appropriate tutor-
ing strategies.

*Tt tees can be placed in one of four classifications Educational Opportunities Program (EOPS), Vocatioral Educator Act
(VEA). veterans (VET) or other
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Tutors are encouraged to confer with the tutee's instructor periodically throughout the semes-
ter. Tutors are to ask for course outlines, a list of the textbooks being u' 1, and assignment sched-
ules The time tutors spend with a tutee's instructor can be counted a: :paragon time, for which
they receive payment. This time is considered as tutoring time for the .u, e

Tutors b e not guaranteed a specific number of tutoring hours weekly, and no tutor may work
more than 20 hours per week. If personality problems or disagreements arise between tutors and
t, ees, there is a formal complaint procedure that the tutor or tutee can follow. Also, the coordina-
tor is available to handle disagreements. Typically, problems demanding a termination of tutorial
assistance stem from missing appointments, being consistently late, or not completing required
paperwork properll Tutors are subject to termination when they fail to meet their obligations and
responsihilities or otherwist show a lack of commitment to the program.

Program Evaluation and Improvement

Tutors are required to make out a schedule of tutoring availability for the p.oaram director.
The schedule is to be checked regularly and adjusted to meet tutee needs. Also, tutors are
required to submit a time card signed by a staff member after each tutoring se-lion. Future tutor-
ing dates are to be filed in a tutoring appointment file box; tliis serves to protect a tutor if the tutee
fails to come to an assignment. Together, these records are used to provide documentation for
funding bodies. Other paperwork related to program monitoring efforts includes tutor and tutee
application forms, instructor recommendation forms for both tutors and tutees, and tutor and tutee
complaint forms that are used for documenting and resolving problems. In addition to paperwork,
*he program director's daily presence at the cent serves an informal monitoring function.

The tutors provide regular feedback on program satisfaction, performancz, and needed
changes during regularly scheduled tutor meetings and the inservice training. They also regularly
respond to a tutorial survey that examines individual aspects of the program, faculty participation,
and tutor-tutee interaction. Feedback from faculty regarding program performance and needed
changes is collected informally and frequently by the program's coordinator. The information and
recommendations resulting from these evaluative sources are used as a basis for revisions.

For the immediate future, the tutoring assistance provided at El Camino will probably continue
to be offered not only through the Learning Resource Center but also tnrough various college
departments and service clubs, the EOPS program, and the VESL center. Space constraints, cate-
gorical funding and legislation, and the special needs of various student groups support the contin-
uation of the current arrangement. However, there is a de.-ire to coordinate and centralize the
various tutoring services. The information and referral services that guide students to the approp-
riate tutorial prog dms are likely to be strengthened.
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Bilingual Vocational
Training Program:
Automotive Quick
Start Mechanic

Maricopa Tech,
Phoenix, Arizona

The Bilingual Vocational Training Program at Maricopa Com-
munity College provides occupational training to Hispanic adults in
two occupational training areasquick service auto mechanics and
home health aide.' All students must he over 18, meet specialized
residency requirements, and be Spanish speaking with limited
English skills. Training is offered in vocational English as a second
languaga (VESL), occupational skills, and job search and interview-
ing skills. A Vingual tutor works with the VESL and occupational
skills instructors to give students both individualized and small-
group instructional assistance and motivational support

Program Development and Administration

The Bilingual Vocational Training Program is one of several responses to a needs assessment
conducted for limited English-proficient (LEP) adults in Arizona and funded by the Arizona
Department of Education. The assessment was based on an analysis of labor market information, a
linguistic study of LEP individuals, and a survey of avai!able resources in secondary and postsec-
ondary training institutions.

The needs assessment revealed that 37 percent of Arizona's non-English-speaking adults were
22-44 years old and that for many of these people, the lack of English skills has created barriers to
both education and employment. It also indicated that job training programs for LEP populations
in Arizona (and the Nation) were limited because available English-as-a-second-language (ESL)
programs concentrate on skills necessary for long-term academic success and largely ignore the
VESL skills needed to understand classroom instruction and on-the-job training.

As a result, an occupational training model integrating language and skill trainiog was devel-
oped. As a basis for developing the program's content, the staff conducting the needs assessment
examined the following information:

Problem training areas for current LEP students

Current and future demand areas of employment

Availability of training and educational programs

Difficulty level of training and coursework of selected occupational programs

Applicability of pot.,;.11ar training and career areas to the LEP population

From an analysis and synthesis of this information, two occupational training areasquick service
auto me is and home health aidewere selected and the program design established.

The program has just finished its first year. During its second and third years, depending o-i
labor market demand and training resource availability, other occupational areas will be offered
Funding bodies include the Federal Department of Education, Maricopa Community College, and
the Arizona State Department of Economic Security.

'Only one component, auto mechanics, was examined for this site visit
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In planning the program, one of the main tasks was developing appropriate instructional mate-
rials Program staff worked with area employers to identify necessary skills and workplace tasks,
develop lists of appropriate vocabulary, and conduct job task analyses. The results or these efforts
were translated into instructional materials and guides for both he VESL and the vocational skills
instructor. In turn, the instructors modified the materials to retract the needs of the adult students
in the course

The program is staffed by a full-time coordinator, a clerical staff person, a skills instructor, a
VESL instructor, and tutorial aide A placement specialist is also on loan to the program from the
State's Employment Security Department.

Classes are held for 6 hours a day, Monday through Thursday, for 16 weeks. Usually the VESL
classes are held first, followed by a tutorial session and then skills instruction Students also meet
frequently with the placement specialist to discuss and plan career goals, develop job search skills,
and prepare for employer interviews. Additionally, there is time allotted for individualized,
:omputer-based instruction to supplement VESL and occupational skills instruction

Program Functions and Operation

The Bilingual Vocational Training Program was advertised throughout Phoenix's Hispanic
community and the social service agencies that work with these individuals. Program staff
expected the majority of referrals to come through the Department of Economic Security, how-
ever, most of the students become aware of the program from public service spots on the city's
Spanish language radio station. All of the students accepted into the program have met National
and State residency requirements and have limited English skills. Those who were employed typi-
cally held low-paying jobs that offered little hope of advancement.

The program's tutor had at one time been a limited English-proficient student. Currently, he is
an education student at Arizona State University. Program staff chose the tutor on the basis of his
own LEP experience, his bilingual and bicultural orientation, and his interpersonal communication
and instructional abilities. Although the LEP experience and a bilingual and bicultural background
were not absolute prerequisites for the tutor's position, the staff wanted the person to be aware of
and sensitive to cultural and linguistic differences The ability to speak some Spanish was deemed
important; however, the knowledge of when not to use Spanish with the students (i.e., to know
when to force them to use English) was given more emphasis.

The tutor !sleets with the students for 1 hour daily, Monday through Thursday. He is paid and
coordinates with both the VESL and the occupational skills instructors. Whenever possible, he
attends the classes of both instructors to keep abreast of student progress and to plan the stu-
dents' work and materials. Additionally, the tutor sometimes serves as a classroom aide. As often
as possible, both instructors get together with the tutor to plan and coordinate the curriculum
However, time r-onstraints make this difficult, and typically, the tutor meets with each instructor
individually.

The program's tutoring component is flexible The tutor works individually with students or
with small groups of three to six students. Much of the work is a reinforcement and review of the
VESL material and conversational practice '.Vhen there has been ample planning between the
tutor and instructor, new material may be previewed. The tutor utilizes both instructor-prepared
materials and materials that he has developed. The tutoring sessions are held in a comfortab:e
room at the training facility furnished informally and equipped with instructional aids. For those
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stu Jents not directly involved with the tutoring session, there are other areas within the facility
where they can study. Also, there is access to microcomputers and :,-oftivare programs that offer
individualized assistance with vocabulary, basic learning skills, and content-area skills

Program Evaluation and Improvement

Because the program is in its initial phases, formal evaluations have not been conducted Sim-
ilarly, record-keeping and monitoring systems beyond those required for the proc.ram's funding
bodies have r at been instituted.

At the beginning of the second year, the program will become formally associated with the
Maricopa Community College's Learning Assistance Center. Under this arrangement, the program
will have more access to intake, assessment, and diagnostic resources. Also, tutors will b; paid by
the hour rather than given a flat wage, and there will be more solid guidelines for hiring and train-
ing them. The time needed for implementing the program precluded extensive insorvice tutor train-
ing during the first year. Program staff believe that increased inservice training would greatly
trengthen the program and its overall success. Integration with the Learning Center will also

require a more formalized record-keeping system for the program.

Because of time constraints during the initial implementation, general staff inservice training
was limited. During subsequent phases, all staff will receive increased special training in effectively
communicating with and instructing LEP students; such training, it is hoped, will enhan ;e team
planning.

The three greatest challenges confronting the program are scheduling, integrating the VESL
and the content-specific instructional components, and finding staff who are adept at working with
the LEP adult student population. Integrating the VESL and content instruction is the most crucial
and the hardest to achieve, The greatest obstacle to effective integration has been finding ade-
quate planning time when both the instructors and the tutors are available.

Arizona has many other special language groups of adults who peed both English anc, occu-
pational training before they can be employed productively Program staff believe that a program
similar to theirs can become the basis for meeting these needs. The needs assessment, the labor
market and employment analysis, the materials development component, and the design and
implementation of the program itself offer an integrated method for providing English and occupa-
tional instruction for LEP adults. With minor modifications, the model could also be useful for
secondary-level students.
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CHAPTER III

11

RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

This section provides a listing of selected resources and materials available for the vocational
educator interested in implementing peer tutoring programs for special learner populations in
vocational programs. Program descriptions, program handbooks, and tutor handbooks are pre-
sented. Additionally, other references are cited that do not fall precisely into these categories but
could be useful to the implementers of 4 peer tutoring program Procedures utilized to locate these
resources include a systematic computer search, a manual sea ch of appropriate research journals
in vocational and educational research fields, and recommendations from members of our panel
and practitioners at the site visits.

Resources and materials were selected on the basis of their relevance to a vocational educator
and their availability. A number of handbooks, sample worksheets program forms, snd other
materials were collected during the preparation of this guide. Many of these items would be helpful
to implementers, but they are included here only if they are available for general distribution. The
citations are arranged by type of document program description, program handbook, and tutor
handbook. The citations supply the reader with information regarding the title, authors or develop-
ers, source, purpose, and annotations of the material or resource
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For some documents, the ERIC reference number is listed These resources can be purchased
in microfiche or paper copy through

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
3900 Wheeler Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22304-5110

For up-to-date information on pricing and shipping, call the ERIC WATS line 1-800-227-3742
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Program Desaiptions

ihis group of resources and materials consists of manuals anis guides on individup! peer tutor-
ing prcgrams and reports on individual or groups of peer tutoring woject:. Conclusions are often
drawn on key aspects of these programs, and advice and ideas are !..cit on implementing a
program.

* * * * * * * * * *

Title: Cooperative Learning' Student Teams

Author. Robert E. Slavin

Date: 1982

Pages: 32

Source: NEA Professional Library
National Education Association
Washingtor, DC
Stock Number: 1055-8-00

Purpose: Cooperative learning refers to instructional methods in which students of all levels
of performance work together in small groups toward a common goal. The essen-
tial feature is that the success of one student helps other students to be success-
ful. This hook reports the findings of several studies of cooperative learning. The
overall conclusion of the author is that when the classroom is structured to allow
students to work cooperatively on learning tasks, students benefit both academi-
cally and socially. Benefits of cooperative learning methods are (1) improved stu-
dent achievement; (2) improved relationships between students of different ethnic
backgrounds; (3) accelerated student learning in all subjects and wade levels;
(4) improvement in students' social relationships, self-esteem, ano fondness for
school; ana (5) inexpensiveness and ease of use.

* * * * * * * * * *

Title: Guicialines for a Peer Helper Program

Author. Georgine Materniak

Date: 1980

Paget: 24
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Source: University of Pittsburgh
Learning Skills Center
505 Student Union
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

Purpose: These general guidelines consist of the essential issues in creating and directing a
peer helper program. Written in outline format, it includes key characteristics of
the director, job description, and selection training and recognition of peer
helpers. An outline for training the peer helpers is included.

* * * * * * * * * *

Title: Learning and Growing through Tutoring: A Case Study of Youth Tutoring Youth

Author: Bruce Dollar

Date: 1974

Pages: 130

Source: The National Commission on Resources for Youth
36 West 44th Street
New York: NY 10036

Purpose: In this case study, an in-depth description and analysis of a typical Youth Tutoring
Youth program are presented. The author spent a full academic year visiting
Youth Tutoring Youth prcject sites; this is a report on one site.

It describes the program and furnishes details that may be helpful tc those devel-
oping cross-age tutoring programs. It provides suggestions about ditions that
must be met for the project to be successful. The tutoring process .n specific
pairs of tutors and tutees is explained, as is the role of the supervising teacher.
Strong emphasis is placed on the program supervisor's impact on the effective-
ness of the tutoring. The need for the tutor to have a personal stake in what
happens is also stressed. The key to success is to leave the students alone,
respect their ability to find their own /Approach to tutoring, and trust them to make
their own judgments and find their own answers.

Reference: ERIC: ED 118 661

* * * * * * * * * *
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Title: "Let the Kids Help One Another: A Model Training and Evaluation System for Util-
ization of Peer Tutors with Special Needs Students in Vocational Education"

Author. Susan B. Asselin and Stanley F. Vasa

Date: December 6. 1981

Pages: 30

Source: Paper at the Annual Conference of the American Vocational Association, Atlanta,
Georgia, 6 December 1981.

Purpose: " s paper identifies several factors that are important to the successful imple-
mentation of a peer tutoring program, including administrative support, assess-
ment of tutoring needs, and establishment of program goals and objectives.
Equally important is the formulation of a role description of a tutor, which pro-
vides the tutor and teacher with a clear description of their responsibilities, the
criteria for selecting tutors, an evaluation instrument for measuring the tutor's per-
foi mance, and guidelines for the appropriate use of tutors in th classroom. In
selecting appropriate tutors, teachers should consider a variety of personal char-
acteristics and variables, such as age, achievement levels, and racial and socio-
economic backgrounds. The organization of training comp' ,ents must be based
on the individual school's training program. Two ac:!vities found effective it rain-
ing programs for tutors are the Peer Tutor Decision Worksheet and the tutor train-
ing triad. Close supervision and quantitative and qualitative evaluations are also
essential.

Reference: ERIC. ED 209 '81

* * * * * * * * * *

Title: Peer Tutoring: A Model Program

Developer. Division of Pupil Personnel Servic Is
Indiana Department of Public Instruction

Date: 1977

Pages: 48

Purpose: A model peer tutoring program was designed to operate within the school day and
with a minimum of tutor or tutee interrupl:on of the instructor. The focus is on
academic tutoring and Jeveloping organizational skills. Step-by-step procedures
for use by any person interested in setting up a school peer tutoring program are
provided.

Included are outlines, goals, objectives, activitieq, and outcome expectancy for the
supervisors, tutors, and tutees. Also included are outlines for tutor training ses-
sions, tutee nomination forms, tutoring session record sheets, a lesson plan form,
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a daily progress checklist, student need and student attitude assessment forms,
tutee goal forms, an evaluation form, and a parent information/permission form
The book provides procedures, helpful suggestions on methods, examples of pro-
grams, and t.aining recommendations.

* * * * * * * * * *

Title: Peer Tutoring Program for the Academically Deficient Student in Higher
Education

Author. Rodney Reed

Date: 1974

Pages: 128

Source: Center for Research and Development in Higher Education
University of California, Berkeley
2150 Shattuck Avenue, 5th (loot
Berkeley, CA 94704

Purpose: Peer tutoring programs designed specifically to serve students with educationally
deficient backgrounds in postsecondary institutions are rather new and have been
implemented in response to the relatively large number of such students who now
enter 2-and 4-year colleges and universitites. This document was organized to
provide information in the following areas a_)out special peer tutoring programs in
postsecondary institutions. their development, goals and objectives, academic
areas for tutoring, funding, selection of peer tutors, training programs for peer
tutors, compensation of peer tutors, entry and exit criteria for tutees, tutee-tutor
ratios, arrangements for the tutoring, and perceptions of program success. Essen-
tial ingredients of peer tutoring programs are discussed.

Reference: ERIC: ED 113 981

Title:

Developer:

Date:

Pages:

* * * * * * * * * *

Training and Management of Student-Tutors

William A. Deter line
Deterline Associates
1091 Nottingham Way
Palo Alto, CA

December 1970

57
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Purpose: This rclpoit reviews four major projects that are training tutors for cross-age and
peer tutoring and outlines a model for training and using tutors in either elemen-
tary or secondary schools. The four projects reviewed are (1) Youth Tutoring
Youth, New York City; (2) Tutorial Community Project, Santa Monica, California,
(3) Cross-age Teaching, Ontario-Montclair School District, Ontario, California,
and (4) a Tutorial Program for Kindergarten Reading Instruction, Los Angeles. On
the basis of features identified in the review of the four projects, detailed recom-
mendations on procedures for selecting and training tutors, selecting tutees, and
scheduling are made. The report also contains a behavior checklist, which identi-
fies methods tutors should use consistently in tutoring sessions.

Reference: ERIC: ED 048 133

* * * yr * * * * * *

Title: Tutoring: Some New Ideas
CSE Report on Tutoring No. 4

Author: Carol Taylor Fitz-Gibbon

Date: November 1977

Pages: 62

Source: Center for the Study of Evaluation
UCLA Graduate School of Education
145 Moore Hall
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Purpose: This report describes three cross-grade tutoring projects, developed with the
learning and motivation of the tutor in mind, as a means of strengthening the
basic skills of secondary schcol students through a learning-by-teaching pro-
gram. The "Learning-Tutoring Cycle" project involves the preparation of curricu-
lum modules by secondary school classes at their own school and then a 2-or 3-
week period of tutoring at an elementary school. The Morning as Teacher
Semester project involves secondary school students in a semester of an inten-
sive, integrated prc, 'Am built around tutoring, reporting to a specific room in an
elementary school ior a morning of tutoring, and tutoring support activities. In the
"Learning-by-Tutoring Mini-School" project, most of the teaching is done by stu-
dents, whereas the staff use their skills of diagnosis, prescription, and certifica-
tion, emplc;ing a continuous progress curriculum framework in major academic
areas. Ideas that can be added to any tutorng project are offered.

Reference: ERIC: ED 148 806

* * * * * * * * * *
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Title: Tutoring with Students

Author: Ralph J. Melaragno

Date: 1976

Pages: 160

Source: Educational Technology Publications
140 Sylvan Ave.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Purpose: This handbook describes how to implement a Tutorial Community Program (TCP)
similar to the one used in the Los Angeles Unified School District. Although the
emphasis ilere is on cross-grade tutoring, the basic principles are applicable to
peer tutoring within a single classroom. Planning, preparation, implementation,
teacher preparation, tutor student training (including a session workshop on tutor-
ing), sample tutoring procedures, program evaluation, and a model for interschool
tutoring are covered.

The need for preparation prior to imp'ementation is emphasized. A number of
sample forms and letters are include,± tc. assist in preparation, implementation,
and evaluation.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Program Handbooks

This group of resources and materials consists of manuals and guides for planning, imple-
menting, and evaluating specific peer tutoring models. It contains material that generally provides
detailed guidance on specific programs Often sample forms, lesson plans, and program outlines
are included. Some materials are not specifically geared to vocational education but are included
because they can enhance the effective implementation of a peer tutoring program.

* * * * * * * * * *

Title: Developing a Peer Tutoring Program: A Self-Instruction Module

Author. Richard W. Williams

Date: 1981

Pages: 55

Source: Malcolm X College
1900 West Van Buren St.
Chicago, IL 60612

Purpose: This two-part module was prepared to assist instructors in designing and imple-
menting a peer tutoring program. Part I identifies the learning objectives; provides
a pretest; presents an overview of peer tutoring; outlines a systematic tutoring
program; and describes five steps in an implementation procedure, including the
selection and recruitment of tutors, the identification of instructional resources.
the determination of those to be served, and the evaluation and modification of
the tutoring program. Part II is a peer tutoring manual. it begins with an introduc-
tion to the concepts of peer tutoring and nine learning objectives. The manual
suggests 10 learning activities for the tutor that focus on subject matter review,
personnel attitude assessment, investigation of the tutor's role, hypothetical tutor-
ing situations, design o; learning activities for tutees, identification of additional
resources, record keeping, and a personal growth P,em !oar. Appendixes include
papers on the role of the tutor and on the community college students, a descri?-
tion of E procedure for a tutoring assignment, discussions and exercises related to
tutorial problems and potential solutions, and suggestions for record keeping.

Reference: ERIC: ED 207 632

* * * * * * * * * *
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